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introduction 
CreAting vAlue FroM the shiFt to A low CArbon eConoMy 

Since 1999, ashridge has been challenging mBa 
candidates and other students of management to consider 
the changing role of business in society. the ashridge 
award was established to further debate about questions 
of responsible and sustainable business practice, and to 
do so in a way accessible to a wide audience, particularly 
to business leaders and public policymakers. 

coinciding with its 50th anniversary as a business school 
in 2009, ashridge is delighted to engage with partners hp 
and wwf, which are currently collaborating across europe, 
the middle east and africa, to investigate how innovative 
use of ict solutions can help reduce co2 emissions across 
different parts of the economy.

the 2009 award has also taken innovation as its theme. a 
key part of forming a low-carbon economy will be to find 
new, innovative and efficient ways of meeting all our needs 
in the future. the move to a low-carbon economy will 
require major changes to the way we live and work.

in the transition to a low-carbon economy, companies that 
innovate to produce climate-smart innovations and 
transform themselves through new ways of conducting 
business will thrive, while others will find their market 
share reduced. the submissions address this theme and 
present ideas about smarter and more efficient solutions 
that will allow us to move from manufacturing products to 
delivering services, and to ‘dematerialise’ our economy.

we created this award to raise awareness about the 
relevance of these issues in mainstream management 
education. as recent research by ashridge and the 
european academy of Business in Society (eaBiS) has 
shown, today’s business leaders believe that integrating 
discussion, debate and reflection about these issues into 
the learning experience of future business leaders is a 
priority.1 it is for that reason that we are pleased to be 
linking up again with eaBiS – an alliance of 100 
companies, business schools and academic institutions 
committed to integrating business and sustainability 
issues into the heart of management education in europe. 

1. Gitsham et al., Developing the Global Leader of Tomorrow, ashridge and 
eaBiS, 2009. <http://www.ashridge.org.uk/globalleaders>.

we were pleased to receive a strong collection of 
submissions from mBa and other post-graduate 
management students at business schools across europe, 
the middle east and africa. the shortlisted submissions 
are collected in this publication. 

as ever, we are indebted to our panel of independent 
judges, who have devoted their time and effort to selecting 
a winner (who will receive €7,000 and a six-month 
mentorship with hp), a runner up (who will receive €5,000) 
and a third-prize winner (€3,000). all three winners will 
also receive career advice from Spencer Stuart. it was a 
privilege to serve on the judging panel and my thanks go 
to my fellow judges:

Sir paul Judge, Benefactor of the Judge institute, •	
cambridge university 

eric cornuel, director General, efmd •	

Jeanette purcell, chief executive, association of mBas •	

Gabriele Zedlmayer, Vice president corporate •	
marketing and Global citizenship, hp emea 

dennis pamlin, Global policy advisor, wwf •	

della Bradshaw, executive education editor, •	 Financial Times 

tom dodd, cSr policy advisor, dG enterprise and •	
industry, european commission 

anthony J Vardy, Senior director, Spencer Stuart & •	
associates 

rachel Jackson, head of Social and environmental •	
issues, association of chartered certified accountants 

Viscount etienne davignon, chair, european academy •	
of Business in Society and Vice-chair, Suez-tractebel.

finally, we are also indebted to all the mBa and other 
management students who submitted entries to this year’s 
competition. their efforts demonstrate the very high 
quality of thinking that is pushing forward the debate 
around the role of innovation in our shift to a low-carbon 
economy. 

Introduction 
by Kai Peters, Ceo, Ashridge
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Foreword from EABIS 
by Professor gilbert lenssen, President eAbis and david bevan, Academic director

business theory and practice; one of the world’s largest it 
companies; and one of the world’s most experienced 
independent conservation organisations. 

the ashridge Sustainable innovation award recognises 
mBa students as critically important drivers of change. 
against a complex backdrop of political, social and 
environmental pressures linked to globalisation, and the 
european commission’s stated objective of transforming 
europe into a knowledge society, companies are 
recognising the need for a new profile of managers and 
leaders. this calls for management students to be 
equipped with a broader set of skills enabling them to 
manage ethically, sustainably and profitably, going far 
beyond the traditional, often narrow maximisation of 
shareholder value. encouraging mBas to reflect on these 
macro issues is a crucial way of increasing awareness and 
supporting long-term change. 

eaBiS is therefore delighted to collaborate with ashridge, 
hp and wwf on this award. we would like to acknowledge 
the outstanding level of contribution from all this year’s 
entrants, and hope that their thought leadership is a true 
indicator of progress in the mBa community in the context 
of knowledge development for a new sustainable economy. 

eaBiS is pleased join forces once again with ashridge for 
the ashridge Sustainable innovation award 2009. this 
year, we were delighted to be joined not only by eaBiS 
corporate member hp but also by wwf, which contributed 
invaluable support, experience and insights. focusing on 
sustainable innovation, the award gives mBa students from 
eaBiS member-institutions and beyond an excellent 
platform to increase their understanding of a rapidly 
changing, challenging and challenged business 
environment. Students who are able to address, in an 
innovative way, the strategic issues that climate challenge 
presents to business are most likely to be those who will 
play a role as the next generation of business managers 
and leaders. 

two key themes of the 2009 award are innovation and 
creativity, and we are delighted that this award was chosen 
to feature among the selected projects of the european 
year for creativity and innovation. we also feel that the 
very consortium of partners to this project itself reflects 
these two key themes in action: ashridge, eaBiS, hp and 
wwf. one of the world’s leading business schools; a 
not-for-profit organisation unique in its membership, 
aiming to integrate sustainability into the mainstream of 
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foreword from hp
CreAting vAlue FroM the shiFt to A low CArbon eConoMy 

Foreword from HP
by gabriele Zedlmayer, vice President Corporate Marketing and global Citizenship, hP europe, Middle east and Africa

which is also supporting the ashridge Sustainable 
innovation award, to look at the potential savings in these 
areas in a number of different ways. in a joint project 
called ‘ict innovation as a driver of climate change 
Solutions’, hp and wwf have published a selection of 
reports that focus on it as a driver for a low-carbon 
economy.

we are delighted that the debate on sustainable innovation 
has been taken to the academic world through the essay 
award and through a series of workshops delivered by 
dennis pamlin, Global policy advisor at wwf. the 
workshops took place at key partner universities of hp and 
eaBiS in the czech republic, egypt, france, Germany, 
hungary, poland, Switzerland, turkey and the united 
Kingdom, and were a great success. 

i would like to thank all the students for their inspiring 
contributions to the competition and i hope you will enjoy 
reading the diverse essays compiled in this publication. 
Special thanks also go to the judges for reviewing the 
essays and to dennis pamlin, the universities and business 
schools for hosting the workshops. 

this unique project has successfully brought together 
leading organisations from academia, the non-profit sector 
and the business world to address climate change as one 
of the most burning issues of our society. i would like to 
thank ashridge, eaBiS and wwf for their wonderful 
partnership and contributions to this important project. 

hp is delighted to sponsor the ashridge Sustainable 
innovation award 2009. we are keen to support this award 
because we believe it is very important for mBa students 
and postgraduates not just to think about the sustainability 
challenges that await them when they enter their 
professions, but also to recognise the opportunities that 
they have to contribute actively to a low-carbon economy. 

Since the launch of this award in autumn 2008, we have 
seen tremendous changes around the globe. every day it 
becomes more evident that we cannot continue business 
as usual. we need to take action today to respond to these 
changes, and hp believes that smart, sustainable 
innovation plays a crucial part in this respect.

Sustainability has, for a long time, been a key aspect of 
how we run our business. for decades, we have been 
looking at ways of reducing the carbon footprint of both 
our operations and our products so that we, in turn, can 
help our customers do the same. 

we have also been looking at new solutions and the 
potential of it in reducing greenhouse gases in sectors 
that can have a much larger impact on society. an obvious 
example is video conferencing, where it helps to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions generated by frequent travel. 

But it does not stop there. it can also significantly reduce 
emissions in other areas, such as smart buildings, smart 
commerce, industrial production, and dematerialisation 
services. hp has been working with wwf, a strong partner 
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Foreword from WWF
by dennis Pamlin, global Policy Advisor, wwF 

throughout history and in one form or another, we have 
witnessed change. Some people regard change as 
problematic while others – just a few – regard change as a 
great opportunity. 

climate change, which sees the need for resource-efficient 
solutions and a reduction in poverty, as well as the end of 
relatively cheap oil, is probably the greatest challenge of 
our generation. across all industrial sectors, climate 
change will be a crucial part of the executive agenda. a 
new generation of business leaders capable of identifying 
business opportunities is urgently needed. in order for us 
to meet this great challenge head-on, we need the most 
ambitious and innovative people to focus on finding 
solutions from an opportunity perspective. 

this is the purpose of the ashridge Sustainable innovation 
award in association with the european academy of 
Business in Society and supported by hp and wwf. this 
joint project has brought together hp, a world-leading 
innovative company; eaBiS, a unique alliance of 
companies, business schools and academic institutions; 
ashridge, one of the world’s leading business schools; and 
wwf, a world-leading environmental nGo. 

one of my objectives within this project was to visit various 
academic institutions in europe, the middle east and africa 
(emea), to meet with students and interested faculty 
members. the usual set-up of my tour was a lecture 
followed by a workshop, during which innovative low-
carbon ideas were explored in depth. in many cases the 
discussion focused on threshold events – such as the 
launch of a ground-breaking technology, a stock market 
crash or the election of a new government – that can open 
up opportunities for solutions that would have been 
impossible before and that could trigger more 

transformative changes in society. discussions from the 
workshops revealed that much of the existing literature 
that students have as part of their curriculum has been 
written without sufficient knowledge about how to do 
business on a planet with ecological limits. it was very 
encouraging to see that many students already have very 
interesting ideas that they have begun to develop, either 
independently or with support from teachers. this kind of 
innovative and proactive thinking is exactly what the award 
is all about. 

the workshops covered a broad range of topics, from 
implementation plans for multifunctional irrigation and 
energy systems in egypt to business models built on 
real-time visualisation of global trends in the uK. we still 
live in a society that focuses more on words than on 
action. we need a new generation of entrepreneurs who 
can create initiatives that will bring leading stakeholders 
together and allow a platform for concrete projects to be 
developed. Judging from the feedback received from the 
workshops, the need is significant. i am, however, 
optimistic that the next generation of business leaders will 
be willing and able to embrace the need for a shift to 
low-carbon development. i hope this tour will be followed 
by many more initiatives.

Seldom has the world been in such dire need of business 
innovation and leadership. my hope is that some of the 
people i have met during this project will turn into winners 
in a low-carbon economy and that their ideas will provide 
the economic literature for future generations. our future 
needs those who can look at the world in a new way and 
create the right solutions for the 21st century. i hope that 
this project has helped support some future business 
leaders who will contribute to concrete results. 
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the winninG and ShortliSted eSSayS
CreAting vAlue FroM the shiFt to A low CArbon eConoMy 

The Winning and Shortlisted Essays

FIrST PlACE 

how Can organisations innovate to Create value from the shift to a low-carbon economy?  
Jonathan alexander, university of Bath, uK

SECond PlACE

the british network of Charity shops as a ‘green’ distribution Channel  
luc petit, ashridge Business School, uK

THIrd PlACE

enabling organizations and individuals to reduce Carbon emissions using Mobile Positioning  
Srikanth madani, university of St Gallen, Switzerland

AlSo SHorTlISTEd

Algapower: shifting to a low-carbon economy by Producing Algae-based biofuel  
doreen Bunke, didier engels, Jana mancevova, Björn wenzlaff, eSSec & mannheim Business School, Germany

never ending race 
ian Stevens, university of portsmouth, uK

the strategic window of sustainability  
tom moore,  university of warwick, uK
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how can orGaniSationS innoVate to create Value from the Shift to a low-carBon economy?
CreAting vAlue FroM the shiFt to A low CArbon eConoMy 

in two very different parts of the world today, two very 
different innovation programmes are under way in the 
same industry.

in detroit, spiritual home of the american motor industry, 
the game is on to bring the first commercially viable 
electric cars to market. in march, Barack obama 
announced a $2.4 billion incentive plan during a tour of an 
electric car plant in california, with the aim of getting one 
million plug-in hybrids on the road by 2015. it is a major 
part of the administration’s plan to boost a green 
economic recovery in the uSa, and it certainly sounds 
exciting.

But there are two big problems. first, there is some 
serious reticence in the industry. Brett Smith, of the centre 
for automotive research in michigan, is one voice 
questioning the plan, saying: ‘the economics won’t make 
sense for the majority of americans in the next several 
years’. over a month later, no major manufacturer had 
indicated a willingness to take on a programme of the 
scale that would meet obama’s targets. tony posawatz, 
line director for Gm’s hybrid prototype, the Volt, seemed to 
speak for the industry when he said diplomatically: ‘it’s 
not readily obvious, based on the product plans that have 
been communicated, that the 2015 objective aligns with 
what’s currently on the cards’.1

the second problem is the polar opposite: even if 
achieved, is this plan really commensurate with the scale 
of the problem? there were an estimated 250,851,833 
registered vehicles on the roads of america in 2006;2 if 
this number were to remain the same, or even decline by 
as much as 20% in the nine years to 2015, the one million 
hybrids would still represent fewer than 0.5% of the total 
number of american vehicles. the remaining 99.5% are 
not exactly world leaders in efficiency: at present, the 
average american car does less than 20 miles per gallon, 
and america’s cars account for half the carbon emissions 

1. <http://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/green/natlplug-in-hybrid-cars-
by-2015-no-way-mr-president.html>.

2. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/passenger_vehicles_in_the_united_
States>.

from all the world’s cars put together.3 remember, the 
stimulus plan is not even for full electric cars, but hybrids, 
the current prototypes of which revert to conventional fuel 
after approximately 40 miles.

let us turn to the second innovation stream in the motor 
industry. nearly 8,000 miles from michigan, muhammad 
yunus is getting involved. the man who founded the nobel 
prize-winning Grameen Bank has gone on to establish 
more than 30 companies in his home country. his latest 
project, as he announced at the inaugural lecture for the 
ashden awards for Sustainable energy,4 sees him 
challenging Volkswagen to deliver an affordable vehicle for 
the Bangladeshi masses, much like the renowned tata 
project. the difference is that yunus has demanded the 
engine in this car be entirely pollution-free; and that it 
should be easily removable in order to power an irrigation 
pump, or a household generator, when not in use. 
Volkswagen, so he says, have leapt at the challenge.

there are three significant contextual differences between 
the two situations, which explain why yunus is able to do 
what obama does not seem capable of achieving. each of 
these leads us to a new rule of thumb for the kind of 
innovation we need to enable the creation of solutions that 
are genuinely commensurate with the scale of the 
challenges we face. using examples, i will show that these 
rules are not radical fantasies, but merely serve to 
formalise what is already being proved to work by the 
most exciting organisations and individuals pursuing their 
work in the world today. 

3. <http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2006/jun/29/
travelandtransport.usnews>.

4. <http://it.truveo.com/muhammad-yunus-ashden-awards-lecture-2009-
intro/id/1695493681>.

How Can organisations Innovate to 
Create Value from the Shift to a 
low-carbon Economy?
by Jonathan Alexander, university of bath, uK

AWArdEd FIrST PlACE
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dIFFErEnCE #1: THE ExISTIng InFrASTruCTurE In 
THE nATIonAl InduSTry. 

According to the un’s World Statistics 
Pocketbook, Bangladesh has two cars 
per 1,000 people to the uSA’s 765.5

rule #1: Start from scratch
there are certainly challenges and obstacles blocking the 
path of innovation in the global south, but there can be 
little doubt that the relative absence of powerful industry 
lobby groups and vested interests helps visionaries such 
as yunus. So what we can we learn from this? arguably, 
that we must act as if from scratch. this is a time for 
invention, not just innovation. and as such, it may well be a 
time of excitement and opportunity unprecedented in 
living memory. 

yunus’ practical example is backed up by the work of 
Venezuelan economist carlota perez, who highlights the 
nature of economic cycles, showing that crashes and 
periods of turmoil seem in fact to be necessary phases to 
enable the potential of new technologies and infrastructure 
to be fully realised. on perez’s analysis, the Great 
depression was a key facilitator of economic and welfare 
reform across the world, and as great a factor as the 
Second world war in the creation in the uK of the welfare 
state and the nhS, as well as in the uSa of the new deal 
and the Gi Bill of rights. as a recent lead article in 
prospect magazine concludes, the key implication of 
perez’s work is that ‘some of the old has to be swept away 
before the new can find its most successful forms. 
propping up failing industries is in this light a risky policy’.6 

one vital area where we are just beginning to see the 
power of ‘starting from scratch’ in the uK is the energy 
industry, where a ten-year-old company called Good 
energy is proving a disruptive influence in the uK energy 
market. although still very small, it is growing rapidly, and 
its managers’ ability to think from scratch about what an 
energy company should be doing, as opposed to trying to 
evolve from the huge vested interests of one of the uK ‘Big 
Six’, has been a big part of this.

to pick a specific example, consider Good energy’s 
innovative feed-in tariff schemes. for several years, their 
homeGen scheme has been paying people with domestic 
solar panels and wind turbines 15p for every unit of 
energy they generate, even the ones they use themselves 
– and it started doing this when paying one’s customers at 
all was a total inversion of the established model. this 
year, the company has extended this into solar heating 
with the new hotrocs scheme. no one else in the 

5. <http://www.nationmaster.com/graph/tra_mot_veh-transportation-
motor-vehicles>.

6. <http://www.prospect-magazine.co.uk/article_details.php?id=10680>.

european market is doing anywhere near as much to 
encourage decentralised power generation.

this is not quite as impressive as what has been achieved 
by Grameen Shakti, yunus’ energy company. according to 
this company’s latest data,7 it has installed 220,000 
domestic solar power systems in locations across 
Bangladesh, with total beneficiaries numbering more than 
two million, in a little over ten years; the vast majority of its 
impact has been achieved in the last five years. like all 
Grameen companies, Shakti is owned by its customers, 
and operates without shareholder dividend. all money 
generated goes back into the company to enable it to 
continue its work – whether by expanding, or by reducing 
prices to make products accessible to an even greater 
proportion of the population.

Good energy may not quite have started from scratch in 
the way that the Grameen companies have, but its 
example shows what is possible when you are brave 
enough to throw out the established wisdom of the 
industry. 

dIFFErEnCE #2: THE gEnrE oF VAluE SougHT In THE 
InnoVATIon ProCESS. 

yunus is seeking the greatest possible 
public good; the American industry, by 
the legal terms of incorporation, seeks 
financial shareholder returns as the 
ultimate end.

rule #2: See financial value as the means, not the end.
yunus’ first foray into the world of business was the nobel 
prize-winning Grameen Bank, the organisation that made 
microfinance famous. it all began when yunus, then an 
economics professor at the university of chittagong, went 
to visit the poor households in the nearby village of Jobra. 
he soon discovered that the main thing that was holding 
the people of Jobra back was the usurious lending of 
apparently trivial amounts of money. he found that loans 
totalling $27 had effectively enslaved 42 people in Jobra.

what a lesson this was for an economics professor! here i 
was teaching my students about our country’s five-year 
development plan with its impressive goal of investing 
billions of dollars to help the poor. the gap between the 
promised billions and the pitiful sum that a few starving 
people actually needed seemed incredible. 8

7. <http://www.gshakti.org/glance.html>.

8.  yunus (2007), Creating a World without Poverty, p46.
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CreAting vAlue FroM the shiFt to A low CArbon eConoMy 

So the Grameen Bank began when yunus decided to lend 
these 42 people the $27 they needed from his own pocket. 
and he was paid back, at a level of interest that meant he 
could lend to more people, and his recipients could afford 
to pay, and start to work their way out of poverty. he had 
the impact he wanted to have; the financial return he got 
served the purpose of allowing him to do even more.

the lesson here is that financial value is useful. it is 
necessary. it is powerful. But it must not be the ultimate 
objective. this is something that is almost impossible to 
say out loud in the world today. our governments chase 
Gdp in almost as great a fever as our companies chase 
shareholder value, and we all refuse to recognise that it is 
only when we focus on the ends we really want to achieve, 
and use financial value as a servant to help us do it, that 
we will succeed. 

there can be no more pressing case for this than the 
transition to a low-carbon economy. we must recognise 
that if creating financial value is allowed to become the 
overriding goal of that transition, as even the question for 
this essay competition implies, we will not succeed. there 
will always be quicker ways to turn a buck than the low-
carbon way. although the financial value generated in the 
short term may be smaller, just like yunus’ first loan 
compared with Bangladesh’s five-year plan, it will be 
sustainable and sustained: just like Grameen Bank. 

fortunately, aiming at financial value has never, and will 
never, inspire true innovation. this makes intuitive sense. 
when you are aiming for financial value, you must work 
incrementally, because you must develop something you 
can prove will work. you must therefore be able to base 
your assumptions on reliable parallels. this results in what 
i call Gillette innovation – the addition of another blade to 
the 73-blade razor – and the managed innovation that 
takes place in major corporations, and that is conducted 
with the express purpose of deriving financial value, is 
almost always of this sort. 

indeed, the finest examples of innovation in recent years 
serve as further proof of the point. Google, for example, 
came out of the experimenting of two self-confessed 
‘geeks’ into what they could do with the internet. as a 
result, these entrepreneurs continue to recognise the need 
for (relatively) unmanaged innovation, allowing Google 
engineers to retain 20% of their time for pursuing their 
own projects, with no initial pressure to show financial 
return.9

this is the circumstance of true innovation; the space to 
think, to anticipate and understand a ‘market’ intuitively, 
rather than modelling it financially. and our capacity for 
true innovation is precisely why we have a chance of 
making the transition to a low-carbon economy. true 
innovators are capable of understanding that the switch to 
a low-carbon economy is the prerequisite for the creation 
of financial value in the future, not the other way around. 
true innovators will – as they always have – create what is 

9. <http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/21/jobs/21pre.html>.

needed, not what will make money. and true innovators 
will then, and only then, work out how to create the 
financial value that will make their innovation viable.

dIFFErEnCE #3: THE gEnrE oF ‘nEEd’ rESPondEd To 
In THE InnoVATIon ProCESS. 

yunus is responding to a fundamental 
need; American industry has its 
perception of need blurred by consumer 
desire.

rule #3: Satisfy needs – not wants
true innovators will create what is needed. So what does 
‘need’ mean? i find the chilean economist manfred max-
neef’s work10 very useful in this context. his key insight is 
to separate the concepts of ‘need’ and ‘satisfier’, so we do 
not, for example, have a need for food; we have a need for 
subsistence, which is fulfilled by food. we do not have a 
need for a home to live in; we have a need for protection, 
which is fulfilled by the home. 

under max-neef’s definition, there are nine fundamental 
human needs: subsistence, protection, affection, 
understanding, participation, idleness, creation, identity 
and freedom. further, he divides the satisfiers that we use 
to fulfil these into five genres, according to their 
effectiveness. two of these are particularly important in 
this context.

pseudo-satisfiers give the impression of satisfying a •	
given need while undermining it in the medium to long 
term. in much of the developed world today, the world 
of branding seeks to associate products with values 
that the purchaser then incorporates in an attempt to 
satisfy the need for identity; only now are we beginning 
to realise how false this is.

Synergic satisfiers satisfy many needs in one. Growing •	
one’s own food, for example, may be aimed at 
satisfying the need for subsistence, but will also provide 
participation, creation, and identity. 

my contention here is that true innovation should start 
with needs, not desires; and further, that it should aim to 
create synergic satisfiers, and avoid pseudo-satisfaction at 
all costs. any innovation that creates synergic satisfiers will 
automatically be low-carbon innovation; no synergic 
satisfiers will be able to undermine the fulfilment of our 
need for subsistence, which means no infringement of the 
health of the planet. 

returning to the original example, it is clear that the 
american automotive industry is clogged with pseudo-
satisfiers. over the years, advertising campaigns have 

10. max-neef (1991), Human Scale Development (apex press).
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created a role for the personal vehicle as a pseudo-satisfier 
of identity, freedom and protection. But material goods 
can never truly satisfy the need for identity, and as they 
become bigger, faster, and more gas-guzzling, they 
actually undermine our capacity to fulfil our needs for both 
freedom and protection to an ever-increasing degree.

yunus’ plan with Volkswagen, on the other hand, is in the 
role of synergic satisfier. a pollution-free engine in the role 
of generator will help the satisfaction of the need for 
subsistence; at the same time, the vehicle will indeed help 
satisfy the need for freedom, and increase opportunities 
for creation and participation. with no pollution, there will 
no long-term threat to our need for protection; and no 
carbon.

could every new product, service, or business be designed 
with the principle of synergic satisfaction of fundamental 
needs in mind? there seems no reason why not.

indeed, to see the world with these eyes is to see a world 
of opportunity, particularly in the markets of the global 
north. this is precisely because so many of our needs are 
currently pseudo-satisfied. take the fundamental need for 
identity, for a sense of self in relation to the world, for 
example. at present, almost all of the efforts that we, in 
countries such as the uK and uSa, make to fulfil this need 
are expended on pseudo-satisfiers – brands such as coca 
cola or diesel jeans tell us that they stand for optimism 
and happiness, and by purchasing them, we at some level 
hope to assimilate these values into our own identity.

this reliance on material goods to satisfy fundamental 
needs generates huge quantities of unnecessary carbon 
emissions; emissions which are totally unjustifiable, since 
the need remains unsatisfied regardless. So how else 
could the need for identity be satisfied? what would a 
synergic satisfaction of this need look like?

london’s School of life11 represents one example of an 
answer. By offering truly adult education, in the form of 
courses about ‘love, politics, work, play, and family’, they 
help their students to develop their relationship with the 
world around, and therefore their identity. this process, 
undertaken in a course group, also fulfils the need for 
participation and for understanding, as people work 
through the process together; and the course structure is 
built around unleashing the creativity of the participants, 
so the need for creation is also satisfied. 

By facilitating the development of identity from within, 
rather than relying on external factors such as material 
possessions, the School of life is an example of truly 
low-carbon innovation. the School’s ambitious growth 
plans suggest it is working.

this is all very well, but at present it does feel as if there is 
an opportunity for the ethical entrepreneur, rather than the 
mainstream. this cannot be the case for much longer, 
given the timescales we face. we need corporations to 

11. <http://www.theschooloflife.com>.

embrace these ways of thinking, and fast. So how might 
this happen?

the fundamental starting point must be a redefinition of 
the meaning of value. while financial value and, 
particularly, short-term shareholder returns remain king, 
we have little chance of breaking out of our current 
destructive cycle. the growth of ethical investment and the 
current success of organisations such as the co-operative 
Group in the uK suggest that people increasingly what to 
know what their money is doing, not just that it is growing. 
is it so radical to imagine an end, if not to shareholder 
ownership, then at least to distanced shareholder 
ownership, where only financial returns are measured? if 
every shareholder were responsible for the actions of the 
company in which his or her money were invested, would 
we not see a drastic change in behaviour very rapidly? 

with the economic downturn, we in the uK have been 
forced to take the first steps on this path with such actions 
as the nationalisation of northern rock and massive 
government help for other banks. we must now embrace 
the opportunity this represents, and reinvent the context 
for innovation. when this is set up appropriately, we will 
see a proliferation of ideas like Good energy, like the 
School of life, and if we are lucky, like those of muhammad 
yunus. when that happens, we will have a low-carbon 
economy.

to return to the comparison with which i began this essay, 
between Bangladesh and the uSa, i want to finish by 
leaving you with a question to consider. which of those two 
innovation streams would you most like to be part of? to 
my mind, it is a pretty easy decision. the fact is that the 
kind of innovation i have laid out here, the kind that will 
truly lead to a low-carbon economy, is not just the one that 
is necessary to create a sustainable future. it is also the 
most fun to be involved in. if that combination isn’t about 
creating value, i don’t know what is. 
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1. ExECuTIVE SummAry

Globalised and industrialised, the British food market has 
a large environmental impact. By suppressing distances 
and seasons, it has encouraged greenhouse growing, 
international shipping and over-packaging. organic 
initiatives have improved production methods but logistics 
affect overheads. organic labels alone do not guarantee 
low-carbon footprints.

in that context, and to follow the success of organic labels, 
a ‘fully green’ offer has to be encouraged. to reduce 
shipping and packaging, a logical answer would be to 
reorganise a segment of local products. it would respond 
to the demand of some customers for environmentally 
friendly goods and fill a gap in the British market.

from a business perspective, a national brand could 
launch these products and target this market. 
nevertheless, the setting-up would be slow and uncertain, 
as the networks of local producers would have to be 
organised from scratch.

thus, this paper proposes a business synergy for charity 
shops. as these not-for-profit organisations have a 
successful network of stores, local volunteers and ethical 
customers, they could start this business quickly and 
develop it progressively. the synergy between social and 
environmental activities would reinforce their community, 
strengthen their market positioning and provide new 
incomes for their parent charity. 

to be implemented, this proposal has to be customised 
appropriately. Some possible scenarios are:

to integrate sale of local food with existing activities, as •	
oxfam does with fair-trade products

to create dedicated shops affiliated to environmental •	
charities, such as the Soil association, fwaG or wwf

to use green trade as a springboard for the ‘reinsertion’ •	
of certain disadvantaged groups into the working 
community, taking the example of the prince’s trust.

in conclusion, trading of local products is an 
environmental necessity and a significant business 
opportunity. By backing it, British charities could reinforce 
their strategies and create value from the shift to a low-
carbon economy.

2. InTroduCTIon

climate change is currently forcing society to rethink its 
economic model. Believing that it represents a significant 
business opportunity, the ‘Sustainable innovation award’ 
invites mBa and other postgraduate students to submit 
their best ideas about how organisations can innovate to 
create value from the shift to a low-carbon economy.

focusing on business innovation, this paper reflects on 
‘how to create value through developing new organisations, 
new business models and new markets that assist the shift 
to a low-carbon economy’, in the particular case of the 
British food market. 

the discussion will first consider local food, its definition 
and its environmental value. afterwards, the paper will look 
at the market potential of such products in the uK. then, 
once the limits of classic business models have been 
exposed, an innovative proposal for using the network of 
charity shops will be explained. its implementation will be 
detailed by considering different strategic scenarios.

to clarify and strengthen the argument, the town of 
chesham (Buckinghamshire, england) will be used as a 
case study.

3. loCAl Food: SuSTAInABlE InTErEST And 
dEFInITIon

‘in 1961, the footprint of all goods and services traded 
between nations was as much as 8 per cent of humanity’s 
total ecological footprint. By 2005, this had risen to more 
than 40 per cent.’ (wwf living planet report 2008).

following this trend, the British market for consumer 
goods has also progressively amplified its environmental 
impact. the retail market has become more centralised, 
globalised and industrialised. as a consequence, and 

The British network of Charity 
Shops as a ‘green’ distribution 
Channel
by luc Petit, Ashridge business school, uK
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following the rise in demand, the impacts of production, 
packaging, transport, refrigerating and end-life treatment 
have dramatically increased.

considering the food industry, patrick holden (Soil 
association director) said that ‘although it is not widely 
realised, agriculture and food distribution contribute the 
largest single share of carbon emissions, so reducing this 
carbon footprint must be seen as a number one priority’.

unfortunately, this priority is unsung and the market often 
confusing.

in the public mind, reducing carbon emissions will come 
mainly from greater use of organic produce and recycling. 
unaware of logistical aspects, many customers incorrectly 
consider that organic products with biodegradable 
packages are fully sustainable. in fact, greenhouse 
growing, packaging, refrigeration and transport can easily 
neutralise the benefits of organic production. even if 
positive, organic labels alone do not guarantee low-carbon 
footprints. complementary local purchasing should be 
encouraged to reduce logistical impacts.

to develop this idea, the discussion here will focus on the 
concept of ‘local food’. it is generally defined as a product 
grown and manufactured in an area close to where it will 
be consumed, is seasonal, and whose production takes 
account of local natural constraints. refrigerating, 
warehousing, packaging and transport must be extremely 
limited. organic production is favoured but not mandatory.

to be consistent, local food has to respect its natural and 
historical environment. to avoid the paradox of winter 
organic tomatoes, the offer must reconcile customer 
demand with seasonal and regional bio-capacity.

Case study: Chesham (1/5)
chesham (Buckinghamshire, england) is a town of 20,000 
people situated 25 miles north-west of central london. it is 
a wealthy area with retail facilities and average incomes of 
£62,075 a year in 2007.1 

Below is the commercial offer for six basic fruits and 
vegetables. this listing was done in the main supermarket 
(Sainsbury’s) on 24 april 2009.

 
Product Origin
Apples USA
Pears Agentina

Carrots Israel
Potatoes Israel

Mushrooms England
Cucumbers Bulgaria

ORIGIN OF ORGANIC VEGETABLES

in this selection and in the rest of this department, the 

1. Barclays premier Banking statistics.

only British organic vegetables were the mushrooms. all 
the other organic products came from distant countries. 
Some non-organic english products were also available 
but without any mention of their region of origin.

what would you choose between standard english apples 
or organic american apples? 

which ones have the lowest ecological footprint?

4. mArkET PoTEnTIAl For loCAl Food

as explained in the last section, long-distance shipping 
reduces the environmental gain from organic production. 
centralised and globalised trading has created the 
paradox of organic products with high carbon footprints.

considering that 60% of the food consumed in the uK is 
still produced nationally,2 and that 4% of this production is 
organic,3 it is possible to reorganise distribution of a 
segment of local products, preferably organic ones. it 
would reduce the impact of shipping by prioritising and 
stimulating local capacities.

Such a change would result in higher prices (owing to the 
constraints of local climate, cost of labour and organic 
methods) but it would provide a coherent sustainable offer.

Knowing that 48% of British people would agree to pay 
more for environmentally friendly reasons, that 53% are 
concerned about climate change and that 22% are worried 
about ‘food miles’, this market has real potential.4 a 
psychographic segmentation (as is done for fairtrade 
products) must be developed to reach these customers.

in terms of competition, no company has clearly 
positioned itself to lead this growing segment (via the web 
or a network of shops); there are only start-ups and small, 
specialised companies. for consumers, ‘buying local’ is 
possible but it requires more time and energy, as the 
offering is split between farms, local shops and large 
retailers.

Case study: Chesham (2/5)
in the town centre of chesham, there are currently 130 
small shops and two supermarkets (Sainsbury’s and 
waitrose) for 20,000 people.

international organic foods are available in the 
supermarkets. Some organic non-perishable products are 
also sold by a small shop, healthright, in the high street 
(along with healthcare products), and fresh local eggs are 
available at the family butcher.

2. farming and wildlife advisory Group, 2009 <http://www.fwag.org.uk>.

3. defra, 2005.

4. GB tGi BmrB, 2006, Q4/mintel.
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the following products are not normally available in 
chesham:

local fruits and vegetables•	

local meat, cheese and bread•	

local specialities (conserves, biscuits, honey, etc.).•	

two miles from the town centre, hazeldene farm sells 
organic meat and seasonal vegetables.

there are also nearly 30 farms and shops in 
Buckinghamshire registered for organic food.

how many people know of the existence of sustainable 
local offers?

how many customers are interested in sustainability but 
do not make the effort to go to the farms?

5. lImITS oF ClASSIC BuSInESS modElS

there is a demand for local products and a lack of 
competition in this segment. a national retailer (or a 
network of franchises) could therefore create some specific 
stores and offer a range of local food, preferably organic. 
this would target customers with social and environmental 
predilections.

in france, for example, this segment is led by ‘Bio coop’. 
this company of 315 franchises has defined ‘local and 
seasonal supply’ as its first priority. with more than 20 
years of experience, the shops respond to a wide range of 
local, seasonal, organic and fair-trade products. they also 
participate in ecological lobbying. with an income of 
€160m, they had a net profit of €700k in 2007 (0.44%).

nonetheless, copying this model in the uK is quite risky, 
as:

large retailers have already taken the lead in organic •	
products (even if not local)

consumption habits are different from those in france •	
and demand for fresh food is lower in the uK

seasonal and local foods represent a narrower variety •	
of products than in france

the local networks of organic producers have to be •	
organised.

the fragmentation of business demonstrates the 
complexity of this sector: a multitude of associations, local 
shops, neighbourhood initiatives and web retailers have 
launched some sustainable offers but no single business 
can have a great impact on the market equilibrium. 
another business model has to be imagined. 

Case study: Chesham (3/5)
here is the market map of organic products in chesham:

as shown in the graph, the market for organic food is fully 
controlled by the two supermarkets. healthright and the 
farms take marginal shares of the market in national and 
local products.

how would you position a local food shop in relation to the 
competition?

how would you source enough products to maintain 
profitability in this segment?

6. CHArITy SHoPS AS dISTrIBuTIon CHAnnElS

large companies with centralised supply would not be 
suitable for local sourcing. By definition, local products 
must be traded locally, through small and decentralised 
systems.

with their network of successful charity shops, some 
not-for-profit organisations present these characteristics. 
they have small retail facilities in the high streets (7500 
shops in the uK) with strong community support and a 
large base of local volunteers. moreover, part of their 
customer base has ethical predilections and behaviours 
(charity causes and re-use of goods).
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of course, they have some limitations and constraints but, 
from a general perspective, they have the right positioning 
for selling local food. a commercial strategy that would 
respect the potential of the shops (and of their volunteers) 
could take advantage of their long experience in retail. By 
selling local food (some boxes of seasonal vegetables, for 
example), they could create a stable and reliable 
distribution channel for local producers. it would stimulate 
the regional economy and open opportunities to 
sustainable initiatives.

for parent charities, the benefits could also be significant. 
first, such a scheme would provide additional income with 
very limited investment. Secondly, it would differentiate the 
shops from those of other charities and increase loyalty 
among customers. apart from oxfam, which sells fair trade 
products, not-for-profit organisations generally compete on 
exactly the same model (mainly greeting cards and 
second-hand goods). lastly, it would reinforce their 
community base and their image. charities are already 
recognised for their contribution in re-use and recycling; 
they could accentuate this environmental benefit by 
launching local products.

to implement this business model, each charity shop or 
parent organisation would have to consider its capability 
and the local context. a few scenarios will be proposed in 
the next section.

Case study: Chesham (4/5)
Six charity shops are established in the town centre of 
chesham.

 
CHARITY CAUSE COMMERCIAL OFFER

RSPCA Animals Cards and second hand goods
Shaw Trust Disability Cards and second hand goods

Hospice of St Francis Palliative care Cards and second hand goods
Cancer Research Cancer Cards and second hand goods

Helen & Douglas House Hospice care Cards and second hand goods

Oxfam Poverty Fairtrade food, organic cleaning products, 
cards and second hand goods

CHARITY SHOPS IN CHESHAM

would it be possible to differentiate these commercial 
offers?

how would you attract more business?

7. SCEnArIoS oF ImPlEmEnTATIon 

there is no unique path by which to start local trading: the 
method and the pace of implementation must be decided 
in their context.

first, the project owner must be identified before the 
context can be defined. four options are imaginable.

1.  the project is launched by the association of 
charity Shops as a way of promoting new business 
opportunities. By defining national know-how, the 
association would encourage and support the 
initiatives of its adherents.

2.  the project is studied by a national charity to 
reinforce its organisation. with the objective of 
increasing its turnover, reinforcing its image or 
developing its community, the charity would look 
for a global strategy that would suit its cause and 
its capability.

3.  the project is considered locally, between some 
charities in the same area. By redefining the 
positioning of each of them, they could change 
their spread of activities and improve their overall 
efficiency. for example, one could leave the selling 
of second-hand books to the others and replace it 
with local food.

4.  the project is led by a charity shop as an 
independent initiative. the shop would therefore 
define the strategy that fits its capabilities and the 
local market.

Secondly, the project owner must formulate its objectives 
and define its marketing strategy, considering both the 
market context and the organisation’s capability. 

the size of the study will depend on the size of the 
projected market. if the initiative is local, the customers 
can influence the marketing strategy through direct 
feedback. if the project is national, some statistical 
elements will be needed to determine the potential of 
different options.

the implementation must take into consideration the 
technical and managerial aspects of the organisation. 
what are the legal constraints (health and safety) in fresh 
food supply? are the shops big enough to stock the 
products? are the volunteers prepared for such activity? 
what will be the level of inventory? how can the 
community network be used to create a base of local 
producers? what would be the additional costs?

thirdly, and to make it concrete, here are some ideas of 
products and services that could be proposed:

sale of boxes of seasonal local fruits and vegetables •	
(available daily or weekly only)

sale of local breads, cakes, biscuits and seeds•	
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sale of local eggs, chicken and meat (on request or •	
daily)

sale of local beers, beverages and fruit juices•	

sale of locally manufactured food (flour, chocolate, •	
yogurt, etc.)

tastings of local specialities, held with producers (jam, •	
honey, cheese, etc.)

tastings of traditional varieties of fruit and vegetables.•	

lastly, to illustrate the implementation, three different 
scenarios will be described. these options are not 
exhaustive but represent some potential strategies.

1. Complementary offers
in all its shops, oxfam offers fair trade products in addition 
to the traditional second-hand goods. this increases its 
income and reinforces its strategy for reducing poverty in 
the world.

in the same spirit, some charities could use local food to 
reinforce their image and market. Knowing that they are 
already respected for re-using products and limiting the 
amounts of waste, they could follow this environmentalist 
path. By having some ‘green shops’, the charities could 
increase their attractiveness to the environmentally 
minded customers. they could also combine this with 
addressing their core concerns, such as animal welfare 
(the rSpca could sell free-range local food, for example) 
or healthy lifestyle (cancer research or hospices could sell 
local foods known to be healthy).

2. Specialised groceries
to be more radical, some environmental charities could 
decide to launch some specialised groceries with a wide 
range of local and sustainable products. Keeping the 
charity shop model, the Soil association, the farming and 
wildlife advisory Group (fwaG) or the world wild fund for 
nature (wwf) could decide to motivate volunteers and to 
open their own stores. they could raise money and 
advance their ecological agenda at the same time.

if the above suggestions are too ambitious, it is also 
possible to imagine that some existing charity shops could 
be divided into two parts. one side would be managed by 
the current charity and dedicated to classic second-hand 
goods, while the other side would be managed by an 
environmental organisation as a mini local grocery.

3. reinsertion platforms
taking another approach, a third idea would be to use 
local groceries as ‘reinsertion’ platforms. the 
environmental activity would be a temporary and 
motivating job for the volunteers. it could supply work for 
some young people needing reinsertion into the working 
community (prince’s trust beneficiaries, for example) or 
for some recently disabled people needing to adapt to a 
working environment (Shaw trust). 

By seizing the opportunity to ‘do good’, both customers 
and volunteers could benefit from a positive atmosphere 
and stimulate local food production and consumption. 

Case study: Chesham (5/5)
here is the listing of the charity shops with possible 
strategies.

 
CHARITY <=> POTENTIAL STRATEGY

RSPCA ? Specialised grocery
Shaw Trust Split shop

Hospice of St Francis Complementary activity
Cancer Research Reinsertion plateform

Helen & Douglas House ? .......
Oxfam <=> .......

CHARITY SHOPS IN CHESHAM

which positioning would be appropriate?

which charity will take the opportunity to diversify?

8. ConCluSIon

in conclusion, trading of local food is an environmental 
necessity and a significant business opportunity.

By backing it, British charities could reinforce their 
strategy, improve their market positioning and create value 
from the shift to a low-carbon economy.

from an ecological perspective, it would give public 
accessibility and visibility to local sourcing, creating a 
stable and vital distribution channel. this channel would 
be a new point of entry for goods in the low-carbon 
economy.

to launch the system, a charity must now take the risk of 
moving the point of equilibrium and of implementing this 
innovative business model!
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Enabling organisations and 
Individuals to reduce Carbon 
Emissions using mobile Positioning
by srikanth Madani, university of st gallen, switzerland

transformative power of it – instead of focusing on 
reducing the 2% figure, we should see it as part of the 
solution (the other 98%) – and outlines ten solution areas 
that will reduce one billion tons of co2 emissions by 2020, 
or sooner. on the flipside, however, most or all of these 
possible solutions require significant financial investment, 
or rely upon technology that needs time to mature, or 
require a significant change in business attitude.

the measure-and-reduce idea outlined in this paper uses 
existing technology, and attempts to enable people to 
measure their co2 emissions easily and hence to develop 
personal and corporate strategies to reduce them. apart 
from the direct reduction of co2, the social value of this 
project lies in the awareness it builds up among its users, 
especially given the continuous reinforcing of the reduce-
emissions message through monthly (or weekly) reports.

Conducive trends in the telecommunications industry
Given the high penetration of mobile phones in the 
developed economies, cSps are increasingly looking at 
value-added services they can offer to their consumers, 
both to differentiate their own offering, and to keep their 
arpus (average revenue per user – to use the industry 
term for income generated per subscriber) intact, given 
the ever-decreasing cost of simple voice calls.

many of these additional services are location Based 
Services, which rely upon being both able and allowed to 
ascertain the physical position of the mobile phone user, in 
order to provide him or her with personalised and 
immediately usable services, such as the location of the 
nearest vegetarian restaurant, for instance, or as part of a 
dating service, where interested users agree to be 
informed when they happen to be in the vicinity of other 
users, at certain venues, and between previously agreed-
upon times.

1. InTroduCTIon

this paper describes how an organisation can enable its 
employees to measure and reduce their carbon footprint. 
the basic assumption is that most professionals in 
developed economies have mobile phones (with some 
people having more than one), and that the mobile phone 
is part of the modern urban lifestyle (ie people tend to 
have theirs on their person almost all the time), and that, 
through the very nature of their operative technology, 
mobile phone users can be tracked as they move from one 
place to another. not just the movements of phone users, 
but also their mode of transportation can be ascertained, 
as described in a subsequent section. as models exist that 
can measure carbon or equivalent emissions for most 
means of transportation, per unit of time travelled, this will 
provide us with sufficient data to approximate monthly (or 
weekly) emissions per person. users can then examine 
reasonably accurate reports of their carbon emissions, and 
can consciously try to reduce them.

the paper also examines existing location technologies; a 
paradigm for rolling out this project to a company; privacy 
concerns; and possible reporting models.

in future phases, this idea can be rolled out to non-
employees, and indeed individuals might sign up directly 
with their communication service providers (cSps) to 
receive measures of their carbon dioxide (co2) emissions, 
perhaps along with their phone bill.

The 98% window of opportunity
using it to reduce emissions is in line with the wwf paper, 
Becoming a winner in a low-carbon economy: it 
Solutions that help Business and the planet,1 which draws 
upon a 2007 Gartner study that assigns 2% of global co2 
emissions to the information and communication 
technology industry.2 the wwf paper refers to the 

1. pamlin, d. and pahlman, S. Becoming a Winner in a Low-Carbon 
Economy: IT Solutions that Help Business and the Planet (world wide fund 
for nature). 

2. Gartner (2009), ‘Gartner estimates ict industry accounts for 2 percent 
of Global co2 emissions (press release), <http://www.gartner.com/it/
page.jsp?id=503867>.

AWArdEd THIrd PlACE
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as the demand for these services grows, it will become 
increasingly easy to locate individual mobile phones, and 
the accuracy of this facility will also increase. indeed, one 
in ten mobile phone users in the uS used a location-based 
service in the last quarter of 2008, with the number being 
twice as high for users of the immensely popular iphone, a 
product regarded as transformational for the mobile industry.3

on the consumer side, an increasing number of people are 
demanding so-called ‘smart phones’. a study by Juniper 
research suggests that sales of smart phones will rise by 
95% to over 300 million between 2008 and 2013, and that 
23% of all mobile phones sold in 2013 will be smart 
phones.4

2. moBIlE PoSITIonIng oVErVIEW

a number of technologies exist which enable one to locate 
a mobile phone. these technologies are usually divided 
into two groups, based upon whether the network or the 
handset plays a pivotal role.5 which technology, or 
combination of solutions, is chosen depends upon the 
corporation’s location (rural/urban) and the general nature 
of the phones (how modern they are).

network-based solutions
cell Global identity (cGi) uses the identity of each cell 
(coverage area of a base station) and interacts with the 
phone to locate the user. it is often complemented with 
timing advance (ta) information, which is the measured 
time between the start of a radio frame and a data burst; 
this works with all existing terminals.

uplink time of arrival (toa) is similar to e-otd (described 
below), the difference being that the uplink data (the data 
that are sent by the terminal) are measured. the base 
stations measure the time of arrival of data from the 
terminal. the base stations note the time difference and 
combine it with absolute time readings using GpS absolute 
time clocks.

Terminal-based solutions
Global positioning system (GpS) uses a set of satellites 
(usually 3–4) to locate a user’s position. GpS now can 
achieve around 5m –40m accuracy provided there is a 
clear view of the sky.

network assisted GpS (a-GpS) uses fixed GpS receivers 
that are placed at regular intervals, every 200km to 
400km, to fetch data that can complement the readings of 
the terminal. the assistance data make it possible for the 
receiver to make timing measurements from the satellites 
without having to decode the actual messages, greatly 
reducing the time needed for a GpS receiver to calculate 
the location.

3. <http://www.telecompaper.com/news/article.aspx?cid=657073>.

4. < http://www.telecompaper.com/news/article.aspx?cid=655850>.

5. < http://www.wirelessdevnet.com/channels/lbs/features/
mobilepositioning.html>.

enhanced observed time difference (e-otd) uses 
software in the terminal only to examine the data received 
from surrounding base stations, to measure the time it 
takes for the data to reach the terminal from the user’s 
phone. this time difference is used to calculate where the 
user is located relative to the base stations.

3. IdEnTIFyIng CommuTE And TrAVEl ProFIlES

using a number of parameters, the most common travel 
profiles (modes of transportation) can be uniquely 
identified, within an acceptable margin of error.

Walking
a user’s measured speed will clearly reveal if the user is 
walking, as the rate of movement will be significantly lower 
than any other means of transport. the second check is 
the user’s position, for many urban areas (such as the 
interiors of buildings) do not permit vehicles to enter. a 
third and more sophisticated check will be the travel 
pattern, i.e. how often does the user change direction? how 
long does the user stay still? 

an additional benefit is that users will also be able to use 
their monthly miles walked to evaluate how active or 
sedentary their lifestyle is.

Cycling
here too, the speed will be, on average, lower than for any 
mechanised means of transport, but faster than someone 
who is walking. also, the movement pattern – mostly 
roads, but possibly also cycle paths, and occasionally 
carrying the cycle (i.e. walking) in crowded, urban areas 
– will help to identify a cyclist user.

Bus
Buses, although noticeably faster than pedestrians and 
cyclists, must follow a fixed route, and must often be at 
certain points (bus stops) at fixed times. Given that public 
transport timetables are freely available online, as is even 
real-time information on demand (e.g. as used by Google 
maps, when showing various routes between two points), it 
should be fairly easy to ascertain whether a user is on 
board a bus.

Train
trains have even more of a fixed route to follow, and it 
should be straightforward to identify a user on board a 
train. there might be boundary conditions on either side 
of a journey, where a user might not be traceable owing to 
line-of-sight obstruction, but this should only be a 
negligible part of total journey time.

Car
cars are easily differentiated from trains on the basis of 
the route followed, and from pedestrians and cyclists on 
the basis of their higher speed. when compared with 
buses, although they both follow possibly similar routes, 
cars will make fewer stops (except at traffic lights, or in 
traffic jams), and will not stop at known bus stops.
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Car-pool
identifying a car-pool is also possible, as long as the 
co-passengers are also part of the measure-and-reduce 
initiative. that being the case, a car-pool can be identified 
by checking whether a user is in the vicinity of one or more 
of his or her registered car-poolers. of course, the first 
checks must be to ascertain that the user is indeed in a 
car, using the criteria described in the previous sub-
section.

Flights
flights are also easy to identify, for a user must be in the 
vicinity of an airport, followed by a period of mobile 
inactivity, and then reappearance of the mobile signal in a 
location significantly far away from the origin. Given the 
tendency of most users to switch their mobile phones back 
on as soon after touchdown as permitted, and not to 
switch off until the last minute at the beginning of a flight, 
the flight distance can be approximated. of course, this 
does not take into account delays where the aircraft waits 
on the runway (i.e. where mobile phones may not be used, 
as opposed to a delay where the user is still within the 
airport buildings), but this is a low-frequency event.

4. mAnAgIng orgAnISATIonAl CHAngE

i now suggest a phased roll-out of this project in the 
context of a corporation.

1. ensure that top management is committed, and 
supports the required change.

2. Set up an internal marketing campaign for the 
employees, with special emphasis on the urgency 
of reducing co2 emissions, and the seriousness of 
climate change.

3. obtain buy-in from employees, by addressing 
privacy concerns and being transparent about 
compensation schemes (if any).

4. Set up a volunteer group, and kick off a pilot 
project, using the experience to improve reports 
and test design assumptions.

5. roll out measure-and-reduce across the 
organisation.

6. Bring in internal marketing to celebrate early wins.

7. Set up a feedback process to improve reporting.

8. extend the scheme to family members, and a 
limited number of non-employees (e.g. suppliers).

5. dATA AnAlySIS And PrESEnTATIon

reporting the collected data in an easy-to-understand 
format is key to the success of this project. the 
organisation, in consultation with its employees, should 
decide upon the metrics that are most relevant to it. Some 
categories are listed here.

Individual daily carbon emissions
each user receives a monthly progress report, which 
consists of a graph showing his or her daily co2 emissions, 
with (probably) troughs on the weekends, and occasional 
spikes representing a visit to a client site, etc.

Peer group comparison
a group of employees, perhaps those in the same team, or 
those at the same level in the hierarchy, or those who 
perform a similar function, even if not in the same 
business unit, might want to be part of a virtual peer-
group, where relative emissions can be examined. for 
example, sales professionals might need to travel a lot, and 
it would be unfair to club them with someone who has to 
commute to the same location every day.

organisational progress
at an organisational level, senior managers can track their 
progress in limiting their carbon emissions, and can use 
this information to influence their decisions on working 
from home, or loans for bicycles, preferential parking areas 
for car-pool users, financial compensation for those who 
are able to reduce their co2 output by a certain level, etc.

6. PrIVACy ProTECTIon

Given that the measure-and-reduce idea calls upon 
people’s movements to be tracked throughout most of 
their day, one must be certain that due attention is paid to 
considerations of privacy.

no additional data collection
through the very nature of a cell phone’s operations, a 
cSp can track a user’s movements, by examining which 
cellphone towers the phone has interacted with. in most 
countries, the cSp requires approval from the user before 
this data can be stored for processing. this project does 
not call for any additional data to be collected.

Anonymous reporting
all reports not meant specifically for the individual user, 
such as comparative emissions sizes or growth across the 
organisation or within a division, should not contain any 
information that allows individual users to be identified.

Tracking restricted to business hours
companies and employees might choose to restrict co2 
emissions monitoring only to business hours during the 
working week, and not at all on weekends and during 
time-off. Similarly, business travel will count towards 
emissions, but not overseas holidays.
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Voluntary opt-out option
all users should be able to opt-out of the monitoring using 
a simple mechanism, either via an SmS (text message) to a 
service number (free of charge), or a setting on the phone 
itself (for more sophisticated phones). this opt-out might 
be temporary, lasting for a few hours or a day, or 
permanent (i.e. till the user decides to opt-in again).

7. SummAry

apart from the collective benefit to all of us who share the 
planet, the corporation will see the following advantages, 
as a result of having reduced carbon emissions.

1. increased profits – if regulators will allow reduced 
carbon emissions from employees’ commute to be 
recognized as part of an organisation’s carbon 
footprint, and thus grant it extra carbon credits, or 
reduce its need to buy these credits.

2. engaged employees – the company should see a 
rise in positive organisational energy, as employees 
feel that they are consciously contributing to a 
cause that concerns us all.

3. healthier employees – depending upon how 
feasible it is, employees will probably walk or cycle 
more often, as opposed to using a mechanised 
form of transport, in an effort to reduce their 
emissions, and this will naturally translate into a 
fitter workforce.
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Algapower: Shifting to a low-
carbon Economy by Producing 
Algae-based Biofuel 
by doreen bunke, didier engels, Jana Mancevova and björn wenzlaff, esseC & Mannheim business school, germany

1. the business is financially sound.

2. energy is produced by using low-carbon energy 
sources and methods – renewable and alternative 
energy sources and fuels .

3. natural resources are used efficiently and the 
natural habitat is not destroyed.

4. waste is minimised.

5. local needs are served by local production (food, 
materials, energy), if feasible.

hence, the perfect innovation offers a triple dividend: 
financial profits as well as additional environmental and 
social benefits.

which area offers the greatest opportunities? from our 
point of view, the transport sector is most promising, for 
various reasons.

Figure 2: world final energy consumption by sector  
(iea reference Scenario) (mtoe)4

4.  iea (2008), World Energy Outlook, p. 84.

1. SECond gEnErATIon BIoFuEl AS A mAjor 
ConTrIBuTIon To SHIFTIng THE TrAnSPorT SECTor 
To A loW-CArBon EConomy

the value propositions of most excellent new businesses are 
based on sustainable answers for the greatest challenges of 
their time. the increase in co2 emissions and its impact on 
global climate conditions is doubtless one of these challenges: 
‘the scientific evidence is now overwhelming: climate 
change is a serious global threat, and it demands an 
urgent global response’.1 further major global challenges 
include diminishing fossil fuel reserves, finite natural 
resources that are needed to serve an expanding world 
population, and an increasing worldwide energy demand 
(+1.6 % a year until 2030 if no measures are taken).

Figure 1: world primary energy demand by region 
international energy agency (iea) reference Scenario2 
figures in million tons of oil equivalent (mtoe)

what are the criteria that a ‘perfect’ innovative business 
idea should fulfil to support the shift to a low-carbon 
economy? we believe that the following criteria are 
important.3 

1. Stern, n. (2006), The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change 
(hm treasury).

2. iea (2008), World Energy Outlook, p. 81. 

3. See also: <http://www.lowcarboneconomy.com/lce/
aboutalowcarboneconomy>.

SHorTlISTEd
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the transport sector counts for 27% of world energy 
consumption and for 6.3 billion tons of the world’s co2 
emissions (about 22% of the total), with an expected 
growth of 1.4% a year up to 8.7 billion tons in 2030. 

Figure 3: world Co2 emissions  
(iea, reference Scenario) (mio. t)5  

conventional oil is still the dominant fuel (share: 94 %), 
but it has the lowest (static) reserves-to-production ratio 
(about 41 years) compared with other fossil fuels6 and will 
diminish most quickly. 

new technologies such as hybridisation, fuel cells, 
hydrogen and electrical cars using renewable electricity 
are potential future options, but some of these 
technologies will need years for commercial introduction. 
hence, biofuels are the first energy alternative for existing 
propulsion systems, for the near future. currently biofuel 
plays only a minor role (share: 1%). 

nonetheless, according to the iea, the consumption of 
biofuels will quintuple from 24 to 118 mtoe until 2030 (+ 
6.8% a year), offering an outstanding business opportunity 
with additional potential if conventional oil depletes faster 
than expected, with increasing governmental support for 
biofuels, and strongly rising oil demand causing high oil 
prices. 

nonetheless, currently used first-generation biofuels (e.g. 
palm and soybean oils) have several adverse social and 
environmental aspects. they contribute to higher food 
prices owing to competition with food crops that also use 
arable land and potable water (that is, they are food-
competitive). additionally, they accelerate deforestation 
and have a potentially negative impact on biodiversity.7 

5. iea (2008), World Energy Outlook, p. 507.

6. iea, Advanced Motor Fuels, annex XXXiV, p.45, <http://www.iea-amf.vtt.
fi/pdf/annex34_report_final.pdf>.

7.  iea (2008), From 1st to 2nd Generation Biofuel Technologies, p. 8.

hence, second-generation biofuels, which have superior 
sustainability criteria to first-generation biofuels (see 
above) offer a great opportunity to use the market 
potential of biofuels sustainably. 

2. AlgAPoWEr’S InnoVATIVE APProACH: SHIFTIng 
To A loW-CArBon EConomy WITH AlgAE

our innovative idea is to produce a second-generation 
biofuel based on algae by setting up a start-up company 
called algapower. 

algapower’s business model will deliver algae-based 
solutions for sustainable, efficient production of renewable 
primary energies. algapower will use its algae production 
to deliver competitive, sustainable algae-based oil for 
biodiesel production while generating co2 reduction 
certificates and, as a second by-product, algae cake. the 
goal is to produce and commercialise a cost-competitive 
second-generation biofuel based on r&d and scaled-up 
algae production. 

why are algae-based biofuels the perfect innovation for 
the move towards a low-carbon economy? 

2.1 Advantages of algae-based biofuels 
algae oil has the potential to replace a significant share of 
fossil fuels owing to its outstanding advantages. in 
particular, algae:8  

have a higher photon conversion efficiency (as •	
measured by increased biomass yields per hectare) 
than any other feedstock in the world

can be harvested nearly all year round, providing a •	
reliable and continuous supply of oil

can use salt and waste water streams, thereby greatly •	
reducing freshwater use

can (during their growth) absorb and capture co•	 2 ( so 
that the oil produced is a co2 neutral fuel)

are non-food competing feedstocks and production •	
does not use arable land.

the energy content of microalgae is also outstanding. the 
following chart shows qualitative and quantitative 
advantages of algae compared with other feedstocks used 
for biofuel production. 

8.  doct. Benemann at algen Stammtisch (hamburg, 2008).
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Figure 4: Advantages of algae compared with other 
feedstock for biofuel production9  

therefore, algae-based biofuel is perceived as one of the 
most promising alternatives for today’s biodiesel engines 
but also for tomorrow’s hydrogen technologies, since it 
avoids many negative impacts associated with ‘first-
generation’ biofuels. 

2.2 Implementation of the business idea
the business will be implemented as follows. 

2.2.1 The value chain and production process
using a value chain analysis, one can see that algapower is 
based on core competencies with the highest potential for 
value creation (see figure. 5). therefore, we concentrate 
here on the algae oil production process, since this is a 
major qualification for developing an algae-based energy 
business. the business plan excludes forward integration 
such as investing in refineries or building up a distribution 
channel to reach B2c customers, because this is very 
capital intensive and does not offer interesting 
opportunities, owing to its competitiveness and because it 
would reduce flexibility for future applications. algapower’s 
business plan focuses on the parts of the value chain 
shown in figure. 5.

Figure 5: Algapower’s value chain 

9. <http://www.hrbp.com/algae/algaeoil.html>.

the production process and algae growth in cultivation 
systems are influenced by various physical and biological 
factors such light, temperature, availability of co2,

10 salinity, 
nutrients, turbulence, and contamination. each algal 
species has a different optimum level for each factor. once 
the algae have reached their maturity stage and right lipid 
content, the harvesting process starts by concentrating the 
algae and removing the excess water, before the algae are 
dried. pressing extracts the oil, leaving the cake as a 
by-product. the oil is stored in tanks and the cake in a 
warehouse until the final delivery, which will be shortly 
after the production process ends. the production process 
includes four major steps, illustrated on the following chart.

Figure 6: Algapower’s production process

the proposals for the setting-up of a first pilot plant are 
based on today’s best available knowledge, and the 
equipment obtainable in the market, and would have to be 
confirmed before actual investment. algapower has so far 
made the following choices.

algal strain selection: from a variety of 30,000 species •	
of alga, dunaliella has been selected because its high 
salinity eliminates the risk of contamination.11 

alga-growing equipment: we will use an open pond, •	
including a paddlewheel-driven recirculation raceway, 
fitted with a durable plastic liner (potentially using 
currently unused Salinas). to improve the growing 
conditions, a removable cover system will be built 
above the ponds. inoculating12 ponds and settling 
ponds13 will be added next to the main open ponds. 
these will help with monitoring the temperature and 
limiting the risk of contamination. 

10. intensive algae cultivation requires additional co2 injection to obtain 
high growth rates.

11. weldy/huesemann, lipid production by dunaliella Salina in Batach 
culture.

12. field incubation and seeding pond is taking place in the inoculating pond.

13. the settling ponds are used for gravitational condensing of algal biomass.
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harvesting: centrifugation is to be used, as this is a •	
proven technique for crops and algae.14 

oil extraction: only a small manual mechanical press is •	
used, owing to low volumes in the beginning. 

a lab for quality measurement, tanks, warehouse and an 
office are to be built separately.

Figure 7: set-up of Algapower’s pilot farm and example of 
pond with cover15

2.2.2 Business development over time 
algae-based biofuels are in a very early market stage and 
are not yet cost competitive.16 

Figure 8: Algae oil within the overall biofuel product life 
cycle

Because of this situation, a three-step approach for 
business development is appropriate.

Phase 1: market entry with pilot farm (2009–11) 
algapower enters the market with an open-pond pilot plant 
(1 hectare with four ponds), starts producing algae oil and 
algae-based by-products as from 2010. the goal is to 
show feasibility under real conditions and to prove 
algapower’s competency in running an algae farm 
effectively. according to actual needs, each single pond 
might be used differently for experimental purposes. 

Phase 2: Initial growth phase (2012–14)
on the basis of the experiences with the pilot, production 
and algae strain development within the pilot and general 
r&d achievements in the scientific world (alga growth 
rates, lipid content), algapower scales up production in 

14. information based on personal visit at algomed <http:// www.
algomed.de> and algaelink <http://www.algaelink.com>. 

15. a modular pond with optional cover protection is proposed by Bioking nl.

16. <http://news.cnet.com/8301-11128_3-10043996-54.
html?tag=untagged; http://www.itwire.com/content/view/24203/1176/>.

open ponds (40 hectares). the goal is to become cost 
competitive (decrease production cost to market price 
levels of other biofuels), to be among the first movers 
scaling up production, to prove that scaling up works, to 
strengthen the business position, and to reach profitability. 

Phase 3: High-growth phase (2015–20)
the goal is to reach prosperity. on the basis of previous 
experiences with a larger-scale production using a mixed 
system (open pond; photo Bioreactor), algapower scales 
up production significantly (four sites; total superficies: 
800 hectares). the goal is to be among the first movers 
scaling up substantially, with a mixed system to strengthen 
the company’s business position. 

Figure 9: Algapower’s business development over time

 
2.2.3 Potential production countries
algae grow worldwide, but their growth and thus their oil 
production are a function of sunshine duration and 
temperature. the following map illustrates that locations 
between the 37° north and south latitudes offer optimal 
climatic conditions for algal growth, enabling developing 
and emerging countries to produce algae in the future.

Figure 10: suitable climatic conditions for microalgae 
processes17

17. harmelen, onk (2006), Microalgae Biofixation Processes: Applications 
and Potential Contributions to Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Options, p. 23.
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these countries might potentially reduce their dependency 
on oil imports, strengthen their local economy (jobs, taxes, 
improved trade balance) and might produce for the world 
oil market, if domestic demand is not sufficient. owing to 
their closeness to the european biofuel market, countries 
in north africa (such as morocco) offer very interesting 
possible locations for algae production targeting the 
european biofuel market. 

2.3 Products, customers, markets and future perspectives 
in the first phase, algapower concentrates on its core 
products, whereas the future products and customer 
perspectives are much broader, illustrating the huge 
potential of the approach. 

2.3.1 Products, customers and markets in the first phase
algapower will now be producing three products: algae oil 
for biofuel production and two by-products: co2 reduction 
certificates and algae cake. 

Algae oil
in the market entry phase, it is crucial to win the first 
customers. therefore, the eu biofuel market is algapower’s 
target market because it combines the advantages of a big 
existing market (biofuel consumption: 7.7 mio. toe (2007)) 
with excellent growth prospects (the eu intends to 
increase biofuels’ share of its domestic market to up to 
10% of its fuel consumption by 2020 (currently 1.6%)). 
the market segment and customers that algapower aims 
to supply are biodiesel refineries, since the biodiesel 
market (requiring vegetable oil) is the biggest market with 
a demand of 5.7 mio. toe (75%), whereas bio-ethanol 
(15%) and others (10%) are less attractive (figure 11). 
more specifically, biodiesel refineries in Spain are a very 
attractive market since their number is rapidly increasing, 
domestic vegetable oil production is low and the 
government is supportive. 

Figure 11: breakdown of eu biofuel consumption 
(2007)18  

18. eurobserv’er (2008), <http://www.energies-renouvelables.org/
observ-er/stat_baro/observ/baro185.pdf>. 

Co2 reduction certificates 
algapower intends to generate co2 reduction certificates 
and to generate revenues by selling these certificates 
within the project-based mechanisms of the Kyoto 
protocol. if entities from industrialised countries invest in 
emissions reduction projects in developing countries (cdm 
– clean development mechanism) these certificates are 
called certified emission reductions (cer).19 Since 
algapower wishes to concentrate on core competencies, 
the company intends to sell primary cer to a co2 project 
developer in order to avoid the certification process. a 
worldwide market for primary cer exists (550 mio. t co2; 
uS$7.4 billion).

Figure 12: the carbon market (2006–07)20 

Algae cake 
algae cake, the remaining by-product after extracting the 
oil, can also be used. potentially three algae cake market 
segments exist: those for animal nutrition additives, 
compost mixture (fertiliser) and biomass for power plants. 
the animal nutrition market is the most suitable market 
segment since the cake is high in protein, which is a 
valuable nutrient in animal feed.21 

2.3.2 Future products, customers and markets
algapower’s present focus is on producing feedstock for 
biofuel production and its by-products, considering the 
already-promising future prospects for the product, the 
industry, and the solutions they offer for current needs and 
geographical development.

19. <http://www.dehst.de/cln_090/nn_484538/Shareddocs/downloads/
de/Ji__cdm/Ji-cdm__cdm__manual__englisch,templateid=raw,property
=publicationfile.pdf/Ji-cdm_cdm_manual_englisch.pdf>.

20. world Bank (2008), State and Trends of the Carbon Market (washington dc).

21. <http://www.fao.org/ag/aGa/aGap/frG/feedback/lrrd/lrrd6/3/2.
htm; http://www.byrneltd.com/documents/
worldcongressonindustrialBiotechnology_002.pdf>, slide 2.
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a. Product extension/development 
the scientific community sees algae biomass production 
as a potential source of bioethanol or hydrogen. first, the 
market of bioethanol is developing continuously (up 11% in 
2006–07). Second, algae have all the characteristics 
necessary to replace the current non-sustainable and rare 
feedstocks bought by the bioethanol producers. 

‘researchers studying a hydrogen-producing [alga], 
chlamydomonas reinhardt, have unmasked a previously 
unknown fermentation pathway that may open up 
possibilities for increasing hydrogen production’.22

additional r&d is required to make these algae-based 
productions efficient and cost competitive.

b. Industry extension 
currently, algae-based biofuel development focuses on the 
use of this fuel in road transport vehicles. there is, 
however, an increasingly   promising outlook for Jetfuel 
production. algae-oil has considerable advantages 
compared with other feedstocks, and critical prerequisites 
such as energy density and low-temperature fuel 
properties are met. airlines such as Japan airlines, Klm, 
and continental airlines have already conducted 
successful test flights with algae-oil-blend fuels (from 
2–3% up to 50% share of the kerosene content).

c. Business model development and extension of value chain 
an attractive outlook is the offering of a scalable key-
turned solution to customers from various sectors aiming 
for sustainable business development. algapower will 
deliver its expertise along the end-to-end process: 
evaluation, set-up, implementation and operations.

these customers will thus have their own algae production 
facilities, absorbing a significant volume of co2 and 
producing their own algae-based products such as biofuel 
for their own needs. the model is applicable both to big 
industries such as the cement business (where the algae 
oil production will provide co2 absorption and biofuel for 
the company’s own cars/trucks pool), and to smaller 
customers such as farmers (absorption of co2 from 
livestock, production of biofuels for their own agricultural 
engines, and algae cake for use as livestock nutrition or 
fertiliser).

d. geographic extension worldwide, especially for 
emerging countries 
algapower believes that algae can also be a sustainable 
solution for emerging countries that have a strong 
dependence on petrol imports and a growing energy 
demand. moreover, algae offer a decentralised solution 
that can be duplicated throughout any country that has 
favourable weather conditions. within the forthcoming 
agreement (after the Kyoto protocol), we are convinced 
that all countries will have to commit to contributing to 
reduction of co2 emissions. 

22. <http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/03/090324171556.
htm>.

3. HoW doES AlgAPoWEr CrEATE VAluE?

algapower creates economic, social and environmental 
value for various stakeholders. algapower’s innovative 
business model and new products are bridging the gap 
between different sectors – agriculture, energy production 
and co2 reduction – with a scalable concept that can 
operate globally. 

3.1. Economic value creation for investors: financially 
feasible business model 
algapower offers a lucrative and visionary opportunity for 
investors who are convinced that algae-based biofuel is a 
promising solution for the problem of shifting to a low-
carbon economy:

an algae pilot farm as from 2010•	

an attractive project generating co•	 2 certificates 

a phased financial investment (€4 mio; €8 mio; •	
€85mio.) over a period of seven years.

investors might expect, on the basis of certain 
assumptions regarding oil and co2 price developments, 
assumed enhancements regarding algae growth rates and 
lipid content, and estimated required investment and 
costs, that:

revenues would grow steadily, reaching €108 mio. in •	
2016 with increasing profitability from 2013 

a positive net present value (npV) (€6 mio.) can be •	
achieved on the basis of a risk-adjusted weighted 
averaged cost of capital (wacc) of 26%.

the expected return of the business model is very 
sensitive to changes in oil prices and achieved success in 
the algae-related r&d, with a serious potential of €50+ 
mio. npV with rising prices and greater-than-expected 
r&d progress. 

3.2. Social value creation for developing and emerging 
countries and customers
algapower creates social value because:

dependency on crude oil can be reduced, which •	
strengthens both the trade balances of countries 
without fossil fuel supplies and the security of supply 

algae-based biofuel offers the opportunity to develop a •	
decentralised approach to producing oil and algae 
cake: local production for local needs 

tax revenues are generated by the creation of local jobs •	
and local business activities.
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algapower offers its customers the opportunity to use a 
sustainable biofuel, giving them the opportunity to 
continue using individual transport vehicles without the 
negative environmental and social impacts of current use 
of crude oil and first-generation biofuels. 

3.3. Environmental value creation on a global and local 
level: algae oil is renewable and sustainable
algapower offers a sustainable net-co2-free biofuel. the 
projection for 2015 alone, assuming algae oil production of 
150,000 tons, is that algapower’s contribution will avoid 
co2 emissions of 390,000 tons. if algae oil wins a market 
share of just 0.1% of the world oil market, co2 emissions 
will be reduced by 6–7 million tons. 

Since algae are grown on non-arable land using salt water, 
their production secures natural resources and protects 
the natural habitat locally. additionally, almost no waste is 
produced since all the products of the process can be 
used. 

algapower, with its algae-based biofuel, is the perfect 
approach for shifting to a low-carbon economy since it 
offers a triple dividend in economic, social and 
environmental terms, while fulfilling all the criteria 
necessary for a business within a low-carbon economy. 
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never Ending race
by ian stevens, university of Portsmouth, uK

nEW VAluE modEl

today, a stock’s real value is adjusted by financial markets 
on the basis of the views of investors and speculators but, 
recalling the 2050 emission goals of the Stern report,3 we 
find society’s tacit acceptance of the few making fortunes 
from betting on movements of ‘value’ diminishing as 
sympathetic media juxtapose this with images of hard-
pressed workers toiling to keep the administrator at bay. 
Similarly, if society adopts co2 austerity it should not 
tolerate the parasitic profiteering of a few in a ‘greenhouse 
gas trading room’.

Goldman Sachs’ GS SuStain reports4 that portfolio 
valuation remains based on cash returns, not growth, to 
drive share price performance and sustain competitive 
advantage. yet assadourian5 maintains that not all growth 
is good, directly contradicting the established definition of 
value as espoused by copeland et al.,6 which takes no 
account of the concept of a low-carbon economy or the 
sustainability of the environmental and social networks 
within which companies exist. 

certain cultures do, however, determine value differently: 
the Scandinavians are rated highly on environmental (e) 
and social (S) issues while anglo-american companies rate 
highly on corporate governance (G). So drawing all three 
eSG measures together to quantify sustainable success, 
and hence value, appears appropriate when trying to place 
a realistic value on the environment and the future in 
which we all share. GS SuStain assesses eSG criteria as 
long-term investment opportunities, translating them into 
financial performance and, ultimately, returns.

3. Stern, n. (ed.) (2006), The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate 
Change, <http://www.sternreview.org.uk> accessed 11 January 2009.

4. Goldman Sachs (2008), <http://www2.goldmansachs.com/ideas/
environment-and-energy/gs-sustain/index.html> accessed 11 January 2009.

5. assadourian, e. (2008), Global Economic Growth Continues at Expense of 
Ecological System (worldwatch institute).

6. copeland, i., Koller, t. and murrin, J. (2000), Valuation: Measuring and 
Managing Value of Companies (3rd edn) (mcKinsey & company).

I won the Vendée globe before the 
start with the choices I made, with the 
team and with the experience I have 
built up. Eighty per cent of the end 
result is before the start of the race.
michel deSJoyeau, winner Vendee GloBe 2008/09

put simply, to create value in a low-carbon economy 
demands that business, government and civil society 
remain a ‘going concern’ by mitigating associated risks 
and exploiting opportunities with the best returns. 

yet, knowing that climate is profoundly changing in 
response to decades of industrialisation, bringing 
challenges such as shifting political and civil landscapes, 
changes in urbanisation, including migratory refugees, 
resource provision and use, with problems such as water 
shortages,1 collapsing ecosystems and vulnerability to the 
physical effects of extreme weather events,2 the business 
community’s accepted notion of ‘wealth’, whether 
individual or national, is being exposed as a chimaera by 
the current financial crisis. adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’ 
principle of a self-interested society has failed in the 
financial markets and these lessons are pertinent for 
eco-regulation and reporting. 

1. Bates, B.c., Kundzewicz, Z.w., wu, S. and palutikof, J.p. (eds) (2008), 
Climate Change and Water (Geneva: ipcc Secretariat). <http://www.ipcc.
ch/ipccreports/tp-climate-change-water.htm> accessed 9 february 2009.

2. wmo (world meteorological organisation) (2008), ‘the challenges of 
climate change adaptation’, World Climate News, no. 33, June. <http://
www.wmo.int/pages/publications/world_climate_news/documents/
wcn_33_en.pdf> accessed 11 January 2009. 
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unless the market is abolished, then value myopia should 
be replaced with the concept of a sustainable going 
concern, locally and for the planet, achieved without 
causing collateral damage elsewhere, such as disposal 
issues or the hiding of emissions in other, less carbon-
conscious countries. Sceptical investors would determine 
value against evidence that a company’s future action 
plans will really achieve the promised results, such as 
mitigating emissions or adapting sufficiently to maintain 
momentum towards the low carbon vision. this concept of 
value would be empirical, fact-based, not speculative, and 
in line with ‘triple bottom line’ thinking encompassing 
people, plant and profit.7 

realigning today’s short-term financial reward to meet the 
uK’s 2050 emission targets without falling foul of 
government regulation, however contrary, should be at the 
top of the strategic agenda. the following longer-term 
concepts may require companies to reshape their models, 
for example:

the introduction of sliding-scale corporate carbon taxes •	
for emission compliance, the least compliant being 
highly taxed and the most compliant receiving reduced 
tax, or 

a ‘new’ Value added tax concept based on the new •	
definition of value where tax credits are allocated to 
companies that have met, or bettered, their co2 
targets; and where liquidated damages are imposed on 
those who have failed 

possibly altering personal tax such as introducing a •	
new ‘decision-maker’ executive salary tax of 55% or 
more, rebated at 15% when future milestone points 
deliver the promised executive-sponsored strategic 
emission target; failure to deliver would result in the 
cancellation of the rebate, and

staff and contractor bonuses ‘held’ until the expected •	
benefits are realised, however far into the future; the 
bonus entitlement expires if the benefits are not 
delivered to plan.

these models would account for all value-chain cradle-to-
cradle/grave emissions, with the following consequences.

where a company acts as the satrap ‘owner’ of the •	
whole supply chain it would be accountable for all the 
input/output emissions in the whole chain. the 
emission regulations of the satrap ‘home’ country, say 
as at 2009, would be applicable across the whole 
chain: call this a carbon group. it corrals companies 
across the globe in the ‘raw-material-to-sale-to-disposal’ 
chain for the purposes of calculating emissions. 

7. elkington, J. (1994). ‘towards the Sustainable corporation: win-win-win 
Business Strategies for Sustainable development’, California Management 
Review, review 36/2: 90–100. Brown, d., dillard, J. and marshall, r.S. 
(2006), Triple Bottom Line: A Business Metaphor for a Social Construct 
(portland: portland State university, School of Business administration).

the group prevents carbon leakage, where emitters •	
relocate to avoid regulations and restrictions, as the 
satrap concept annuls the benefit of relocation. no 
place to hide. the persistently ‘dirty’ groups may suffer 
multilateral sanctions if they persist in remaining 
outside international agreements.

this will force new thinking about reducing consumption 
and its cost, as the following examples illustrate.

demand-side economics will supersede supply-side •	
consumption-related economics. for example, the 
energy market’s move from megawatts to tradable 
negawatts, to kill-a-watt, where one would just turn it 
down or off to conserve and save. So, for business 
travel, this could mean being compensated when using 
new networking technology rather than travelling.

it may drive new thinking on paying workers, such as •	
offering ‘salary sacrifice’ where a percentage of pre-tax 
salary would be paid, tax-free, into an account where 
one could only purchase approved ‘green’ products or 
services, thus giving up to 40% per pound more 
purchasing power: corporate currency.

FuTurE oPErATIng modEl 

having redefined ‘value’ and readjusted corporate 
behaviour, the opportunities of moving to a low-carbon 
economy should be seized. in stating that america would 
not be ‘hostage to dwindling resources, hostile regimes 
and a warming planet’, president obama linked national 
security, prosperity and environmentalism. So, apparently 
the opportunity is large, yet, at the business coalface the 
board members, as at frito-lay,8 lie awake at night 
pondering: ‘will climate change bring new opportunities or 
kill my company’s value, and where in the value chain do 
we produce these killer climate change triggers?’

aligning a company’s present and prospective performance 
with compensation packages is complex, whether it is 
done on a purely financial basis or an emissions basis, the 
latter oriented towards shaping future and sustainable 
performance, rather than erroneously chasing ephemeral 
profits. for ‘new’ value to be assessed and rewarded, 
explicit disclosure of achievement against plan must have 
transparent, auditable and consistent indicators, such as 
the standard calculation of a GhG footprint at annual 
milestones through to 2050. So, provided that companies 
such as Barclays9 compile their own carbon accounting 
and offsetting protocols on the basis of the work resource 
institute’s report hot climate, cool commerce: a Service 
Sector Guide to Greenhouse Gas management’ and 
defra’s ‘environment Key performance indicators: 

8. carbon trust. Carbon Footprints in the Supply Chain: Walkers Snack 
Foods. <http://www.yhub.org.uk/resources/climate%20change%20
micro%20Site/carbonSupply%20chain.pdf> accessed 11 January 2009.

9. <http://www.barclays.com/sustainabilityreport07/e_kpi.html> accessed 
10 January 2009.
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reporting Guidelines for uK Business’, then policymakers 
will ensure that they do not distort competitiveness.10

today’s short-term focus has meant that business systems 
are not set up to track strategic deliverables and 
performance against plan, so investment is required to get 
information from a variety of sources, databases and 
calculation engines, all re-built on an agreed set of rules. if 
the rules are wrong then discovery may take years, as with 
the recent case of overpayment of civil Service pensions. 
there should be one global measurement standard and 
system, auditable by an accredited body,11 preferably one 
recognised by the unfccc. it should aim for favourable 
rankings on influential indices such as ftSe4Good 
environmental leaders index and the dow Jones 
Sustainability index.

to this end, an oversight body, possibly a board of 
trustees, would own the national climate change mandate, 
with a fiduciary duty to report honestly to the public on 
the rolled-up benefits, and to audit against the targets that 
warn of short-falls. the goal is for GhG emission to 
peaking in 2020 and reduce drastically by 2050, while 
avoiding criticism such as that recently levelled at the fair 
trade association for not being impartial and for the 
uselessness of having announced inspections.12 trustee 
boards from each country would produce one global 
annual report which would ‘catch’ concessions, such as 
poland’s negotiated permission to continue burning coal,13 
as ‘off-balance sheet’ activities, so the full picture would 
get reported, irrespective of weak-willed politicians’ 
agreements.14

this oversight board would ensure that measures, be they 
emissions-, intensity- or consumption-related, were based 
on the inclusive carbon group concept, and they would 
have a duty to flush out fraudulent claims and projects.15 
the business-as-usual scenario, permitting geo-
engineering, cap-and-trade and carbon offset mechanisms, 
would be tracked to verify positive impact on carbon levels 

10. defra (2006), Environmental Key Performance Indicators Reporting 
Guidelines for UK Business, <http://www.defra.gov.uk/enVironment/
business/envrp/pdf/envkpi-guidelines.pdf> accessed 11 January 2009.

11. KpmG llp uK (2008), Step By Step: A Guide to the Carbon 
Commitment 2008, <http://www.kpmg.co.uk/pubs/StepbyStep.pdf> 
accessed 2 January 2009.

12. the times. (2009) ‘tea workers Still waiting to reap fairtrade 
Benefits’, 2 January. <http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/
article5429888.ece>.

13. pachauri, r.K and reisinger, a. (eds) (2007), Climate Change 2007: 
Synthesis Report. contribution of working Groups i, ii and iii to the fourth 
assessment report of the intergovernmental panel on climate change 
(Geneva: ipcc). <http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_
syr.pdf> accessed 9 January 2009.

14. charter, d. and Smith, l., ‘Green lobby cry foul as Biggest polluters 
Get more time to clean up: Summit criticised as missed opportunity for 
Giving heavy industry concessions over carbon emissions’, The Times, 13 
december, <http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/
article5333514.ece> accessed 9 January 2009.

15. Gillard m. and olden, m. (2009), ‘eu denounces Socialite’s carbon 
offset project’, The Sunday Times, 4 January, <http://www.timesonline.
co.uk/tol/news/environment/article5439366.ece>.

or reveal whether the measures taken are just ineffectively 
absolving emission ‘sins’ as a sort of modern version of 
the sale of indulgences by the catholic church in medieval 
times.

as rigorous reporting standards eradicate yesteryear’s 
creative, panglossian reporting, companies will feel the 
effect of a low-carbon agenda on their financial bottom 
line. first, cash flows will change16 as monies divert to 
abatement and adaptation initiatives, which hit the targets 
most quickly as executives’ compensation becomes 
dependent on ‘landing’ the longer-term deliverables. 
Secondly, businesses will be forced to review their 
principles in view of the looming ecological crisis, which 
would make today’s financial problems insignificant.17 
thirdly, their mitigation strategy will influence their 
investment strategy as emission standards tighten and 
product demand becomes affected by more educated 
consumers who, having cast aside their rubber wrist 
bands, realise that the carbon-related costs do get passed 
through to them, and hence they will demand 
transparency. 

mAkIng IT HAPPEn

as the incentives and fines change the thinking of 
corporate strategists, now taking carbon seriously, more 
projects will be created to adjust the company to deliver 
carbon-sustainable performance. this requires people to 
translate regulations into delivery plans. Such skills may be 
found in veterans of Sarbanes–oxley, experienced in 
process flows and financial control points; such people 
could switch to locating emission control points. 
consultants may help stimulate supply and value-chain 
debates as to where emissions can be better controlled, 
reduced or removed. Similar skill-sets are available from 
people experienced in total Quality (tQ) and Business 
process re-engineering in developing business cases, 
selecting projects on a ‘must, should, could and won’t’ 
(moScow) basis to allocate funding, and ranking 
regulatory and mandatory projects before discretionary 
ones. the projected emission promises will then be 
tracked for the years needed to fulfil that promised ‘value’.

once the sceptical board reviews the scenarios and selects 
the plan to meet or exceed the set targets and so avoid the 
fines, the board members will be staking their future 
remuneration on a project team assembled to deliver the 
benefits promised in those plans. if the future scenario 
appears to be one of high regulation then those projects 
will be prioritised. as wayne Gretzky has said, the key to 
winning is getting first to where the puck [ball] is going 
next.18 one way to fast-track the skills needed to speed up 

16. Brinkman, M., Hoffman, N. and Oppenheim, J. (2008), ‘How Climate 
Change Could Affect Corporate Valuations’, The McKinsey Quarterly, October.

17. Joshi. S. (2008), Companies with Solutions that the World Needs: 
Sustainability as a Driver for Innovation and Profit (wwf and confederation 
of indian industry-itc), <http://assets.wwfindia.org/downloads/indian_
companies.pdf> accessed 11 January 2009.

18. Christensen, C. M., Raynor, M. and Verlinden, M. (2001), ‘Skate to Where 
the Money Will Be’, Harvard Business Review , 79/10.
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the idea-to-execution cycle would be to collaborate with 
‘outsiders’ and influential pioneers, to obtain the skills and 
knowledge by expanding networks of ad hoc advisers or by 
joining forums for sharing. time will also be dedicated to 
lobbying government by joining with other like-minded 
companies, such as the london climate change 
partnership or the 3c initiative,19 with an aim of achieving 
realistic expectations about, and implementation of, new 
regulations.

companies will seek the skills, edgy attitude and 
unconventional thinking of internal corporate 
intrapreneurs: these black sheep and malcontents need to 
be nurtured, as they will kick-start the creation and 
delivery of the required business models and realise the 
‘cradle-to-cradle’ production concept through re-
manufacturing or increasing the longevity of products. 
cross-company secondments for initiatives such as the 
eu’s project atlantis, which looks at the business response 
to the growing likelihood of an elevation of sea level in 
london, will target such people. the type of personality 
that would embody such a skill set has been analysed by 
Sustainability.20 

today’s corporate Social responsibility (cSr) department 
will see its remit broaden from doing good in the 
community to owning the environmental agenda and 
determining what the new economics foundation calls 
social return on investment,21 which aims to capture the 
social and environmental benefits of projects and 
programmes not currently captured by 
conventional financial returns.

BEIng InnoVATIVE

having created the support structure to facilitate 
innovation, de Geus reminds us that companies do not 
innovate – people do.22 Strategic advisers, who assess the 
key challenges and impacts on business in moving away 
from high carbon dependency, also need to consider how 
to make the business more resilient to the challenges it will 
face. pinpointing where value is at risk makes guaranteeing 
the selection of the right initiatives, in the face of the 
rumsfeldian oxymoron of ‘known unknowns’, inexact, and the 
challenge transcends even a Big 5 consultancy’s current 
knowledge capital on future-proofing. copying other companies’ 
initiatives is one tactic, and is the most prevalent way of 

19. combat climate change (2008), <http://www.combatclimatechange.
org/www/ccc_org/ccc_org/224546home/718358signa/718486signa/
index.jsp> accessed 9 January 2009.

20. Sustainability (2008), The Social Intrapreneur: A Field Guide for Corporate 
Changemakers, <http://www.sustainability.com/researchandadvocacy/reports_
article.asp?id=1457> accessed 9 January 2009.

21. new economics foundation, <http://www.neweconomics.org/gen/
newways_socialreturn.aspx> accessed 10 January 2009.

22. Geus, a. de (1999), The Living Company: Growth, Learning and 
Longevity in Business (london: nicholas Brealey).

developing.23 training from companies such as what if!24 
or reading articles from design companies such as ideo25 
can initiate innovation, as can using Business Schools such 
as ashridge and harvard, which will consult to innovate in 
the company’s context, or studying the work of master-
guru edward de Bono or the populist consultancy thinking 
that comes with a tool kit such as Blue ocean Strategy.26

research suggests that ideas are best stimulated by 
creating networks of people to gain from collaboration and 
the different perspectives.27 Joining forces with an 
organisation such as forum for the future would bring 
employees into contact with new ideas and stimulus.28 
Schwartz29 recommended establishing an initial group, for 
example the london accord, including key decision 
makers and outsiders, to work on scenarios for the 
future.30 in the case of climate change, such a group might 
consider a business impact scenario for each 1°c 
incremental increase in temperature,31 taking into account 
the effect on the firm’s location, workforce, customer base, 
product development, processing, raw materials, security 
and governance, risks and opportunities, and flushing out 
reactive opportunities in scenarios such as changes in 
national borders as some governments become seen as 
most capable of dealing with migrating populations and 
food shortages.32

if innovation is defined as the successful outcome of the 
application stage of the creative process, then knowledge 
is fundamental. a business must understand how to 
become more resilient, and there are several web-based 
sources of data and tool kits to help frame the climate 
change problem and define it further in relation to its 
specific situation. financial institutions can access the 
international finance corporation’s climate change tools 

23. crumley, h. (2008), Generating Social Innovation: How to Innovate: The 
Tools for Social Innovation. <http://www.youngfoundation.org.uk> accessed 
9 January 2009.

24. what if innovation, <http://www.whatifinnovation.com/Building_
innovation_capability> accessed 10 January 2009.

25. Brown, t. (2008), ‘design thinking’, Harvard Business Review, June.

26.  <http://www.blueoceanstrategy.com/about.whatis.html> accessed 9 
January 2009.

27. cross, r. (2007) in hardagon, a., parise, S. and thomas, r. J. (eds) 
Together We Innovate (accenture), <http://www.accenture.com/Global/
research_and_insights/institute_for_high_performance_Business/By_
publication_type/Bylined_articles/togetherweinnovate.htm> accessed 7 
January 2009.

28. <http://www.forumforthefuture.org> accessed 9 January 2009

29. Schwartz, P. (1996), The Art of the Long View (Doubleday).

30. <http://www.london-accord.co.uk>, accessed 9 January 2009.

31. lynas, m. (2007), Six Degrees: Our Future on a Hotter Planet (london: 
harper collins).

32. meyer, l. (2008), Synthesis Report of IPCC’s Fourth Assessment: Key 
Findings, presentation at the Global roundtable on climate change at the 
earth institute at columbia university, february 12–13, <http://www.
earthinstitute.columbia.edu/grocc/conferences/2008/winter/
presentations.html> accessed 9 January 2009. 
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on the web.33 these tools have a methodology for the 
measurement of portfolio GhG emissions and assist in 
building analytical capacity to give a better understanding 
of the impact of climate change on a business’s activities. 
others include the united nations framework convention 
on climate change.34 the world Bank is developing tools 
to help practitioners bring climate risk management into 
the managerial mainstream, as well as identifying 
mitigation methodologies and options such as the 
Greenhouse Gas analysis tools35 and the pew centre on 
Global climate change’s carbon calculator. 

after the generation of ideas come fostering acceptance 
and removing the barriers to change. people do not 
inherently resist change but if they feel it is pointless, or is 
dictated from above, they will not like it and struggle to 
learn to live with it. communicating the ‘why’ of change 
helps people understand the need for it and engenders 
motivation by promoting the belief that it is important, and 
that it is going to make their life better. communicating 
frequently and in simple messages can also undermine 
cynics and self-serving resisters, reinforcing the 
momentum and converting the neutral people. 

entering a competition could also galvanise the company 
around the carbon agenda; for instance, the carbon 
challenge.36 this may mobilise people into action. the 
world Bank’s competition, commencing in January 2009, 
on climate change adaptation,37 follows last year’s ‘Global 
development marketplace on Sustainable agriculture for 
development’ competition, in which none of the 1768 
proposals came from europe. 

driving a project through to implementation to realise the 
promised benefits will require upskilling of staff. this can 
be done through training, for example, in the methods of 
prince2, or by recruiting talent versed in a Big 5 
implementation methodology, such as accenture’s 
Business integration method. recruitment should seek out 
those who have travelled extensively, especially as one 
reason why the Bush administration failed to grasp the 
climate and environmental agendas was a lack of 
international understanding.

33. international finance corporation. Climate change tools for financial 
institutions, <http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/content/
climatechange> accessed 9 January 2009.

34. <http://unfcc.int> accessed 9 January 2009.

35. Worldbank Toolkits, ‘Greenhouse gas analysis tools’, <http://web.
worldbank.org/wBSite/eXternal/topicS/enVironment/eXtcc/0,,co
ntentmdK:20484489~menupK:1172665~pagepK:148956~pipK:216618~
theSitepK:407864,00.html#ghg> accessed 9 January 2009.

36. <http://www.englishpartnerships.co.uk/carbonchallenge.htm> 
accessed 9 January 2009

37. <http://web.worldbank.org/wBSite/eXternal/opportunitieS/
GrantS/deVmarKetplace/0,,contentmdK:22055086~pagepK:180691
~pipK:174492~theSitepK:205098,00.html> accessed 9 January 2009.

ProVE IT!

companies should shout about their green activities, they 
should inform, educate and share. the claims must, 
however, be true. what one would not want is for 
Greenpeace to arrive at head office and present an 
emerald paintbrush award, as happened to Bp in 2008 for 
their claims about their investments in renewables.38 

likewise, one would not want one’s new products to 
feature on the treehugger website in ‘9 “Green” Gadgets of 
Questionable repute’, where claims of ‘greenness’ are 
ruthlessly assessed.39 

the media have been quick to find chinks in claimed 
benefits, such as by highlighting the issue of disposal of 
the mercury in low-energy light bulbs.40 as companies 
receive negative press by being associated with causing 
climate change, or overstating their expected emission 
returns, then their value will be negatively affected. 

the trustees’ mission would be to make a global picture – 
like www.breathingearth.net – accurate.

ConCluSIon

everything business does today will have to be done 
differently in future, so that the economic risks of shifting 
to a low-carbon economy are mitigated by good policy and 
international collaboration, facilitating enterprise 
dynamism rather than shuffling carbon obligations around 
the globe. this calls for an accurate and honest global 
measurement method and an oversight body to prioritise 
supply-chain-wide actions that have the greatest impact 
on the 2050 co2 emissions target. Shareholder value can 
then be realistically assessed to prevent a repeat of the 
recently experienced economic disconnect between value 
and share price. a changing world demands new business 
models that will prevent future generations from blaming 
us for betting on the wrong horses. 

Every generation 
Blames the one before 
And all of their frustrations 
Come beating on your door

miKe and the mechanicS: ‘in the liVinG yearS’:

38. <http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/blog/climate/bps-wins-coveted-
emerald-paintbrush-award-worst-greenwash-2008-20081218> accessed 
9 January 2009.

39. tree hugger, ‘Green Gadgets of Questionable repute’, <http://www.
treehugger.com/files/2008/12/9-green-gadgets-of-questionable-repute.
php?daylife=1> accessed 9 January 2009.

40. BBc news, <http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/low/uk/7172662.stm>, 
5 January, 2009.
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InTroduCTIon

Sustainable development has arrived at a defining 
moment. while policy measures such as carbon taxes and 
emissions trading are important, these instruments alone 
will not create a sustainable world. we need new ideas to 
find long-term, systemic solutions to the underlying causes 
of climate change. John ehrenfeld, a pioneer in the field of 
industrial ecology, writes: ‘Sustainability and 
unsustainability are not just two sides of the same coin...
reducing unsustainability, although critical, does not and 
will not create sustainability’.1

this, then, is the key issue of the moment: the business 
community needs to shift its focus away from reducing 
unsustainability towards creating sustainability; away from 
regulatory compliance and avoiding short-term risk (a 
reactive mindset), towards the creation of new 
opportunities and long-term vision (a proactive mindset). 
michael porter and forest l. reinhardt write that climate 
change is not ‘solely a corporate social responsibility 
issue’, nor is it only a problem or threat.2 it is the biggest 
business opportunity of this generation: the strategic 
window of sustainability. the engine of this emerging 
proactive discourse is sustainable innovation. 

this paper argues that sustainable innovation is a key 
instrument for creating forms of economic, social and 
environmental value. By definition, sustainable innovation 
must positively and simultaneously affect each of these 
three interrelated areas. i argue that this can be achieved 
by creating the right context for innovation; leveraging the 
productive potential of creative consumers; and 
incorporating higher levels of inter-company cooperation 
and collaboration. Both the causes and consequences of 
climate change are global, therefore the response must be 
global also, extending across company, industry and 
national borders. to this end, i propose chesbrough’s 
‘open innovation’ as a readily adaptable model, uniquely 
suited to sustainable innovation practice. 

1. ehrenfeld, John r. (2008), Sustainability by Design (yale university press).

2. porter, michael e. and reinhardt, forest l. (2007), ‘Grist: a Strategic 
approach to climate’, Harvard Business Review, october.

dEFInIng SuSTAInABlE VAluE

Von Stamm defines innovation as ‘creativity plus 
implementation’.3 in this definition, innovation comprises 
the idea itself and the commercialisation process of 
putting the idea into practice. these two components, 
creativity and implementation, form the structure of this 
paper: first, what (and where) are the new ideas? how can 
we enable creativity for sustainability? Secondly, how can 
we successfully implement these ideas? what structures 
and processes do we need to ensure effective delivery? 

Before this, we need to take a step back. creativity is not 
born in a vacuum. in contrast to the popular notion of the 
lone individual, reaching a ‘eureka’ moment of invention, 
ideas do not arrive from nowhere. they arise out of a 
specific socio-economic and political context. we can 
analyse the context at company, regional, industry or 
national level – all bear an influence on creativity. John 
hunt, professor of organisational Behaviour at london 
Business School, says: ‘creativity is relating a concept to a 
particular body of knowledge. the existing body of 
knowledge is as vital as the novel idea’.4 therefore, the 
prevalent interests and values are part of the context 
within which innovation takes place, and will influence the 
new ideas that are formed within that context. 

Sustainable development frameworks, such as ‘natural 
capitalism’ and ‘the natural Step’, attempt to create the 
right context for sustainable innovation practice in 
business. these models dismantle the traditional 
distinction between economics and ecology, so that 
environmental (and social) forms of value are included on 
the balance sheet. for example, the environmental cost of 
a forest cleared for factory development is no longer 
treated as a ‘negative externality’. 

for management, it is useful to understand the debate 
between neoclassical and ecological economic theory, but 
more important to comprehend the ‘systems thinking’ 
approach of these sustainability frameworks. nigel roome 

3. Stamm, Bettina von (2003), Managing Innovation, Design and Creativity 
(John wiley & Sons).

4. Quoted in ibid.

The Strategic Window of 
Sustainability
by tom Moore, university of warwick, uK
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argues that most management theory, even freeman’s 
stakeholder theory, places managers and companies at the 
centre of their world, instead of highlighting the complexity 
of their relationships and the contexts they operate in.5 a 
systems perspective requires the individual (or company) 
to see the whole system. the individual (or company) is 
one part of an interdependent network, and not at its 
centre: this is the starting point for building collaborative 
understanding and long-term, transformative innovation.

companies – and business schools – have a responsibility 
to develop a practical and intellectual context which 
recognises the deep-rooted interconnections between 
social, environmental and economic prosperity: the holistic 
value system of sustainability. if companies and 
institutions fail to provide this context – the right ‘existing 
body of knowledge’ – the creative ideas arising from it will 
always reflect this imbalance and hence will not be truly 
sustainable. 

dEVEloPIng SuSTAInABlE CrEATIVITy

Sustainable solutions range across multiple industries, 
categories and levels of innovation. porter and reinhardt 
write that there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to 
sustainability: it must connect with each company’s 
particular business and overall strategy.6 there will be 
innovation based on lower-carbon or renewable energies 
for power, heat and transport (such as solar power, electric 
cars); innovation to decrease non-energy emissions (such 
as methane from livestock, deforestation); innovation to 
increase energy-use efficiency (such as energy meters, 
data server coolers); and innovation to create less-
emissions-intensive goods and services (for instance, 
reducing use of paper and pVc ).7 

amid the diversity, three underlying trends of sustainability 
are dematerialisation, localisation and servicisation. these 
trends do not apply to all forms of sustainable innovation, 
but they inform many of the best ideas – particularly in the 
areas of efficiency and development of new goods and services. 

dematerialisation is the process of reducing the use of 
materials (and energy) from a product or service. this 
includes changing products from physical to non-physical 
form (books to e-books) and developing devices with 
multiple uses (a smart phone is also an audio player, 
camera, etc.). many products – such as a car – are 
resolutely physical and cannot be turned into non-physical 
form. in these cases, dematerialisation involves doing 
more with less. for example, leasing arrangements (car 
sharing instead of ownership) and extending the useful life 
of products. in both instances, overall materials and 
energy use are reduced. 

5. roome, nigel (2009), Heliocentrism, Evolution, the Credit Crisis and 
Climate Change, eaBiS working paper, <http://www.eabis.org/knowledge-
sharing/working-papers-3.html>.

6. porter, michael e. and reinhardt, forest l. (2007), Grist: a Strategic 
approach to climate, Harvard Business Review, october.

7. Stern, n. (2006), Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change (hm 
treasury).

localisation focuses on reducing energy and emissions 
from transport. this involves eliminating unnecessary 
human travel (telepresence and videoconferencing) and 
reducing goods transportation (locally grown rather than 
imported food). localisation also involves the efficiency 
gains of physical proximity, for example in industrial parks 
(Kalundborg, denmark) and in cities (high density ‘smart 
living’ in Vancouver). new ways of increasing urban density 
make it easier to share resources and reduce waste. every 
week 1.3 million people arrive in the cities of the world – 
and urbanisation is set to continue.8 there is a major new 
market for solutions that increase the sustainability of our 
cities, in developed and developing worlds. 

Servicisation involves moving from the traditional 
manufacturing model of selling products to providing 
services. it often includes business model innovation and 
has a profound effect on the way a company creates value. 
amory lovins gives the example of moving to a service-
based model for lighting as ‘providing illumination’ rather 
than ‘selling lightbulbs’.9 this has two effects: first, altering 
the frame of reference (away from equipment to function) 
opens new opportunities for delivering the value to the 
consumer; secondly, the wider definition of ‘providing 
illumination’ initiates a systems approach that focuses on 
the fundamental solution required, rather than the 
symptomatic solution, with its unwanted environmental 
side effects. a service model encourages the company to 
take full life-cycle responsibility, which in turn provides 
incentives for increased resource productivity and waste 
avoidance.

interface’s evergreen lease programme changed the firm’s 
business model from ‘selling carpets’ to ‘leasing floor-
covering services’. for a monthly fee, interface accept full 
responsibility for the carpet, including installation, 
renovations and end-of-life responsibility, where the carpet 
is repurposed and diverted from landfill. the leasing 
model creates major savings: when these are calculated 
together with those made by using solenium (interface’s 
recyclable flooring material) there is a net reduction in 
materials and embodied energy of 97%.10 therefore, the 
services model aligns the interests of the client and 
producer: the client receives better service at a lower price 
and the producer’s profit margin is increased through 
doing more with less. further, the service model is 
relationship-based rather than transaction-based. with 
shorter product life cycles and increased global 
competition, building a client relationship is a powerful 
form of competitive advantage. 

Building relationships is also important for ideas 
generation. in the information economy, knowledge is 
distributed through networks of organisations, institutions 
and industries. for both large corporations and start-ups, 

8. Brand, Stewart (2006), ‘city planet’, Strategy & Business, Spring.

9. lovins, amory B; lovins, l. hunter and hawken, paul (1999), Natural 
Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution (little, Brown and 
company).

10. ibid.
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the situation is the same: the amount of knowledge 
available outside the company exceeds the knowledge held 
internally. therefore, it is sensible to adopt structures and 
mechanisms that allow ideas to flow into (and out of) the 
firm. Beyond the company’s conventional boundaries are 
ideas generated by other companies and consumers. 

the new ideas are everywhere: supply chain partners, 
start-ups, universities. increasingly, the most fertile place 
for innovation is at the borders between fields, disciplines 
and industries, where two areas of specialist knowledge 
combine to create new synergies. companies that position 
themselves at these intersections and embrace this 
diversity will generate the most valuable ideas. 

consumers are collaborators too. in an information-rich, 
connected world, the traditional distinction between 
producer and consumer is dismantled. for example, the 
mountain bike (a market today worth over 55 billion 
dollars) was not created in an r&d lab, but by proactive 
consumers.11 Similarly, even when technology is developed 
in-house, the real value of the innovation is defined ‘in-use’ 
with consumers. mobile operators did not understand the 
value of SmS messaging technology (today worth over 90 
billion dollars) until this form of communication was 
discovered and developed by teenagers. the new 
landscape of active user participation is a tremendous 
source of energy and ideas. 

if a modern company leverages the creativity of users – 
and other companies – it dramatically increases its 
productive resources for innovation. further, there is 
lasting competitive advantage in building close 
relationships with companies and consumers. if a firm 
develops a meaningful dialogue with users during the 
innovation process, it creates a powerful authentic 
connection between brand and consumer. companies 
build brand value by skilfully managing this two-way flow 
of information. 

a final point on creativity and, perhaps, the most 
important. our creative ideas for sustainability should 
include – even prioritise – the developing countries of the 
world. most emissions increases in the next 50 years will 
come from these fast-growing economies, therefore they 
are major markets for sustainable innovation. in these 
economies, there is the opportunity to develop 
infrastructure from the ground up. this allows for a ‘whole 
system’ perspective from the start, which allows for bigger 
emissions savings. curitiba in Brazil, one of the world’s 
most sustainable cities, shows that the biggest gains are 
achieved when innovation is systemic. 

11. leadbeater, charles (2005), ‘design your own revolution’, The 
Observer, 19 June.

ImPlEmEnTIng SuSTAInABlE InnoVATIon

Von Stamm’s classification system for innovation combines 
the category (product; service; process; business model) 
and degree of novelty (incremental; radical; 
discontinuous).12 incremental innovation can usually be 
copied by competitors and differential advantage is quickly 
cancelled out. therefore, lasting competitive advantage is 
achieved through radical innovation and/or innovation at a 
number of levels simultaneously – ideally, including 
business model innovation. 

Sustainable innovation follows the same principle. 
interface achieved dramatic results by implementing 
simultaneous change at product, process and business 
model level. Similarly, apple’s itunes transformed the 
delivery of recorded music through innovation at each 
category level. apple created sustainable value by aligning 
their offering with major sustainability trends: at product/
service level, apple dematerialised music from physical 
format (records/cds) to non-physical (mp3s); at process 
level, digital delivery reduced energy and transport 
emissions; at business model level, apple created a new 
(legal) online music market and positioned itunes as a 
music download service. much discussion on recorded 
music focuses on digital piracy, but we should not ignore 
this important lesson: the entire industry was transformed 
through one company’s multi-level innovation strategy 
based on servicisation and dematerialisation. 

the issue facing us is that radical innovation, as 
demonstrated by apple and interface, is rare. the majority 
of modern business activity is driven by short-term goals 
and rapid return on investment. incremental innovation is 
often commercially preferable for a firm because it is a 
lower-risk proposition: simply modify existing products for 
existing customers through existing channels. this 
perspective can be prevalent in large organisations, with 
high sunk costs and a preference for minimising disruption 
to its profitable current model. 

But the scale of the threat of climate change and the 
criticality of a fast response demands that sustainable 
innovation is radical innovation. incremental innovation is 
valid, and will be part of a balanced r&d portfolio, but 
without transformative improvements, we will not meet the 
climate challenge quickly enough. the implementation of 
radical ideas involves higher levels of uncertainty and, 
therefore, risk. the question quickly moves to how we can 
mitigate this risk. 

12. Stamm, Bettina von (2003), Managing Innovation, Design and Creativity 
(John wiley & Sons).
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henry chesbrough’s open innovation model is based upon 
increasing the flow of knowledge into and out of the 
company in order to accelerate internal and external 
innovation.13 it is the opposite of closed innovation, where 
r&d is a centralised, internal process within each firm. in 
closed innovation, the individual company does everything 
itself and intellectual property (ip) is a mechanism to 
prevent competitors from benefiting from the innovation. 
in contrast, open innovation recognises the importance of 
the business ecosystems in which firms operate and the 
diffuse distribution of knowledge. firms buy in ip from 
outside if required and monetise their own ip through 
licensing it to external firms. for example, in procter and 
Gamble’s ‘connect and develop’ initiative, if ideas created 
in the company’s labs are not used internally after three 
years, they become available to other companies. 

one of the principles of sustainability is to model business 
processes on designs inspired by nature. it is possible to 
see open innovation as a nature-inspired ‘closed-loop’ 
model, where every idea is an output: it can be either 
commercialised by the firm itself, or become an input for 
another company’s innovation process. the number of 
wasted ideas is reduced. also, the increased interactions 
between companies deepens their understanding of 
interdependence within the business ecosystem. 

open innovation reduces the risk from radical sustainable 
innovation through its innately decentralised, diversified 
structure. companies leverage the assets of the wider 
network. the increased flow of information into the 
company provides a larger number of potentially game-
changing new ideas. the increased flow of information out 
of the firm allows the firm’s technology to be applied in 
new markets and in combination with different business 
models. as the value of the innovation is discovered 
‘in-use’, testing in a larger number of different ‘in-use’ 
contexts maximises the potential for positive results. 
innovation becomes a collective activity. effectively, we 
reduce the risk by sharing it.

the open and closed innovation paradigms should not be 
seen as absolutes, rather as opposite positions on a 
continuum. increasingly, companies will combine elements 
of the open and closed models to suit their particular 
business situation and strategy. the management skill lies 
in adapting or configuring the principles of open 
innovation to a particular context in order to maximise 
value creation. every company that incorporates these 
principles will contribute to the ‘greater co-ordination and 
enhanced linkages’ of business, as recommended in the 
Stern review.14

13. chesbrough, henry william (2003), Open Innovation: The New 
Imperative for Creating and Profiting from Technology (harvard Business 
School press).

14. Stern, n. (2006), Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change (hm 
treasury).

ConCluSIon

it is often the case that innovation fails not at the creativity 
stage, but during implementation. Bringing innovation to 
uncertain markets is a complex process and a major 
challenge for management. therefore, alongside creativity, 
we need to find the right mechanisms and structures that 
ensure successful implementation. in this paper, i have 
presented open innovation as a model whereby new forms 
of collective action may reduce the risk from 
implementing-low carbon ideas. Governments can allocate 
incentives – and consumers co-create – but it is the 
responsibility of business to implement the transformative 
ideas of the new economy.

the strategic window of sustainability is unique. it differs 
from the limited periods of opportunity described in derek 
abell’s essay about timing strategy to ‘fit’ the wider 
marketing environment.15 failure to invest and innovate in 
sustainability practices carries a higher price than lost 
profits or market share. this is about the relationship of 
business with its environment, in the widest, most 
important sense. either side of this unique strategic 
window is a wall that symbolises the end of modernity’s 
economic progress and a concrete failure of human 
potential. But through this window, out on the other side, is 
a flourishing world of open possibility.

15. abell, derek f. (1998), ‘Strategic windows’, Journal of Marketing, July.
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